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Dominique Wilson I The Montclarion
This semester, the Department of Information Technology required that 
all students register their computers with its network. This has created 
numerous network connection problems that have affected residents, 
staff, and faculty across campus.
State Sponsors 
Campus Clean-Up
Recycling Program at MSU
Alana I. Capria 
Staff Writer
A fter years o f unsuccessful efforts on the part o f s ta ff and stu­dents at M SU , a recycling program has finally been instituted on the campus.Wayne DeFeo, who has been helping to head the project, stated that the recycling program “has actually been in  the planning pro­cess for well over two years. 'There have been a number of logistical hurdles that need to be overcome and funding needed to become available.”According to DeFeo, there are three reasons for the program’s creation. “The first is based on the University’s pledge to assist in  the reduction of greenhouse gases, its commitment to the LE E D  (Lighting, Energy Efficiency and Design) program and recognition
that recycling helps to control the cost of solid waste disposal.”DeFeo went on to say that President Susan Cole signed an agreement w ith the New Jersey Departm ent of Environm ental Protection “to aid in  reducing the production of greenhouse gases.”The second reason is due to the fact that M SU  is a participant in  the L E E D  program, which “calls for increasing the environmental efficiency of each aspect of campus operations.”Finally, economic reasons also help to provide reason behind the recycling program . “W hen we throw away recyclable m aterials, money is simply being burned.” In this case, money is burned because by law, a ll of M SU ’s garbage must go to the resource recovery plant in
SEE “RECYCLE" ON PG 3
I T Revamps Network, 
Results in Difficulties
Campus In ternet Remains Inconsistent
Jessica Havery 
A ssistant News Editor
Since the beginning o f the fa ll semester the Departm ent of Information Technology has over­hauled its campus network, leav­ing several students w ith Internet complications and faulty connec­tions.According to Je f f  Giacobbe, acting Director o f Networking and Telecom System s, IT  is meant to “provide the latest technology an d . support for pedagogical learning.” Some students, however, feel that IT  has not provided the support that they should.The Department of Information Technology attempted to inform students of upgrades, changes, and technical problems through a memo that had been hand- delivered to Residence H alls. The department intended for every incoming student to receive the memo on move-in day. However, students either did not receive the memo, or did not read the infor­mation they were given, Giacobbe said.D uring the first few weeks of the semester, the Department of Inform ation Technology w ill be repeating the computer clinic in  order to reduce the number of virus contamination. A t the clin-
“Students with computer specific problems...should expect to have a response w ithin a few hours...”
Jeff Giacobbe 
Director of Networking
ic, a student’s computer w ill be autom atically scanned for viruses and inadequate security. In  addi­tion to preventing data loss, data corruption, and loss of network connections, this proactive solu­tion works to protect the school’s network, he said.
O f the 2,191 student computers to go through the department’s secu­rity check, only 220 failed. “ [We] were very surprised that the vast majority of student computers were okay,” Giacobbe saidA  major concern of students is the security of the school’s network connection. “I  shouldn’t  be scared to leave my computer hooked up to the network for an extended period of tim e,” Sarah Bruce, a senior music education major said.A  growing number of security breeches have allowed numerous network “emergencies” to affect the campus; and “ [the department] should be working to prevent virus breakouts, or inform students of the best way to protect themselves from being infected,” said Bruce.According to Giacobbe, that is exactly what the department has done.In  addition to customer service and network com plaints, some students have noticed the impact that the growing student popula­tion has had on computer labs. Like m any students, Bruce doesn’t understand how “there are fewer computer labs available on campus, yet the increase of students seems to demand more.”According to Giacobbe, it is more common now for students to come to college w ith their own comput­ers, reducing the demand for com­puter labs across campus.There has been a recent decrease in  actual labs and an increase in  student accessible computers, he said. “It made more sense to condense the lab s across campus because they were not being used to their maximum potential. “By con­solidating the number of computer labs, the department was able to save funds that could be better spent on additional computers, and supplies,” he said.M aintaining a consistent con­nection is also a concern among students. M un Lin g Yeow, a senior chem istry major, experiences a great deal of interference when attem pting to use the Internet. “A lot o f tim e my connection goes in and out. It’s really inconvenient,” she said.Members o f the campus com­munity, having specific computer problems, are encouraged to con­tact the department’s help desk for
assistance. The desk is staffed by a number of full-tim e sta ff members, and part-tim e student sta ff mem­bers, a ll under the supervision of Stacia Zelick.“Student sta ff members are very flexible and eager to work, but it is difficult to m aintain consistent communication between sta ff mem­bers when they work separate part- tim e shifts,” Giacobbe said.Yeow has noticed inconsistent communication between employees working the help desk when she
“There are fewer computer labs... on cam pus, yet the increase o f students seems to demand more.”
Sarah Bruce
Senior, Music Education Major
calls for assistance. “IT  needs more than ju st the student worker. The department needs more profession­al s ta ff that have had experience w ith computers and know how to help students,” she stated. “It usu­ally takes them a while to fix  my problem.”Understanding that students expect a tim ely response to their technology requests, Giacobbe stat­ed that the department “wants to handle their problems as quickly as possible.” In  campus-wide emer­gencies, rather than working with individual callers, students who contact the desk w ill be given an activity number. I f  a student is still experiencing difficulty, after the campus technology problems have been resolved, they w ill have that number to refer to when they call back.“Students w ith computer spe­cific problems, who w ill also receive an activity number for reference, should expect to have a response w ithin a few hours of reporting that problem,” Giacobbe said. A t the very least, students should expect a call from the department to schedule an appointment for them to bring their computer into the office for possible scanning and repairs, he said.
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The Police 
Report:
T h e ft  Tops the 
Chart  in W eekly  
Police Report
9/10/04 - A  small amount of CDS, 
namely marijuana, was located In a 
Bohn Hall residence room. The case is 
under investigation.
9/10/04 - A  female student reported 
the theft of her bag from the 
University Bookstore. The case Is 
under Investigation.
9/10/04 - A  Bohn Hall resident report­
ed the theft of his laptop computer 
from his unlocked residence. The case 
Is under Investigation.
9/11/04 - A  Blanton Hall RA reported 
that a dryer unit was thrown from the 
5th floor to the outside of the build­
ing. The case Is under investigation 
and charges are pending.
9/11/04 - A  known Individual has 
repeatedly violated the guest policy, 
at Bol^n Hall. The Individual has been 
documented and, If there are future 
violations, will be charged with crimi­
nal trespass.
9/11/04 - A  Village resident reported 
the theft of his 1995 Integra from Lot 
45. The case is under investigation.
9/11/04 - Three female Blanton Hall 
roommates engaged in domestic vio­
lence against each other, and refused 
to file charges. The case was referred 
to Residence Life.
9/12/04 - Matthew Aamland, 22, was 
charged with possession, and use 
of, marijuana while at Fenwick Hall.
A  court date has been scheduled in 
Little Falls for late September.
9/14/04 - Abdelfatt Rasheed, a non­
student, was arrested in Lot 18 for 
possession of 18 grams of marijuana 
packaged for sale. A  court date is 
scheduled for September 1.
9/12/04 - A  Russ Hall resident reported 
the theft of her MV's license plate 
from Lot 5.
9/12/04 - Nicholas Manfredlni Jr., 19, 
was charged with underage consump­
tion for being under the influence of 
alcohol while at Lot 29. A  court date 
will be scheduled for Little Falls.
9/12/04 - Nicholas Lawson, 21, was 
charged with simple assault for an 
altercation causing minor Injury while 
at Clove Road Apartments Laundry 
Facility. A  court date In Little Falls has ' 
been scheduled for late September.
9/12/04 - Two female Fenwick resi­
dents reported the theft of their 
undergarments from the laundry facil­
ity. The case is under Investigation.
Anyone who has information regarding these 
incidents is urged to call the police station 
from any campus phone at T-l-P-S (8477). All 
calls are strictly confidential.
MSU Campus Calend■
THURSDAY 16 SUNDAY 19Career Development: Interview Skills, 10:30 a.m.-12 p.m., Morehead 334“15,000 Voices Strong: M SU Votes”12 p.m.-2 p.m ., SC  LobbyOSAU: Welcome WildOut 7 p.m ., SC Ballrooms
FRID AY 17“15,000 Voices Strong: M SU Votes”12 p.m.-2 p.m ., SC  LobbyRecBoard Meeting 2:30 - 4 p.m., SC Cafe BRed Hawk Night, 9 p.m ., Student Center Building888a^^ 8^B8888886888688re8888S888^a8888gS88688fla88flfBMfl8afl8M8a3a6KSATURDAY 18Pre-Game Parking Lot Jam  11:30 a.m . -1  p.m ., Lot 7Football vs Frostburg State,1-3 p.m ., Sprague Field
Kick back and relax!
M ONDAY 20V.O .X: Voices for Planned Parenthood, 4-5 p.m ., SC  420Monday Night Football,6 p.m ., SC  Ratt
TUESDAY 21CARS: Commuter Breakfast 9-11 a.m ., SC  Commuter LoungeBroadway Play:“Bombay Dreams”6 p.m ., RH Diner ________W EDNESDAY 22Career Development: Resume Preparation, 2:3.0-4 p.m.,SC Annex 207Women’s Tennis vs The College of N J, 3-5 p.m ., Tennis CourtsGreek Council Informational 7-9 p.m ., SC Ratt
SGA Notes
- Angelo L ilia , Jam ie Dresher, and Anthony Guttilla were nominated for President Pro Tempore of the Legislature.
- 23 new legislatures were sworn in.
- 2 more Presidential Cabinet members were confirmed.
- Fall 2004 commitees were formed.
AD Rates
O n -cam p u s  
Full page —  $168.00 
Half Page — $105.00 
Quarter Page —  $53.00 
Eighth Page —  $32.00 
O ff-cam pu s  
Full page — $310.00 
Half Page —  $200.00 
Quarter Page —  $125.00 
Eighth Page — $80.00
Classifieds
Up to 30 words —  $10.00
Call 973-655-5237 
For M o re  Inform ation
Advertising Policy 
The Montdarlon will not 
print ads or the political view­
points and opinions of a spe­
cific group, or ads with excessive 
nudity or with excessive depictions 
of Violence, according to local 
standards.
Deadlines
The deadline to submit 
advertisements to The 
M ontdarion  is the M onday  
of the week o f publication.
Billing
The M ontdarion  is distributed 
on Thursdays and invoices and 
tearsheets are mailed the fol­
lowing Monday. Tearsheets for 
pre-paid ads must be requested. 
Thirty (30) days are given for pay­
ment after the insertion date, aftei 
which a 15 percent finance charge 
is levied. After sixty (60) days, 
accounts are referred to an outside 
collection._______________________
Local News COMPILED BY JESSICA HAVER'N E W A R K , N .J . - Ju ven al G alarza, 65, of Belleville, has confessed in U .S . D istrict Court to federal charges that he worked in conjunction with state motor vehicle employees to provide illegal im m igrants w ith driver’s licenses. G alarza adm itted to m aking payments ranging from $100 to $300 to the employees of the former Division of Motor Vehicle Services, now called the Motor Vehicle Commission. He now faces up to 15 years in  prison and a $250,000 fine. G alarza, the 10th defendant to
plead guilty in the scheme, w ill be sentenced on December 22.
H A C K E N SA C K , N .J. - Sonia Wood, 49,. o f Saddle Brook, has been charged with conspiring to commit murder. Bergen County C h ief of Detectives, M ichael Mordaga, reported that Wood allegedly asked a close friend to have her husband killed and, i f  possible, make it look like an accident. Wood expected to col­lect $50,000 from her husband’s life insurance and promised the killer half. Instead of following
through on the alleged plan, the man Wood tried to hire went to the police.
T R E N T O N , N .J . - The first Bush-Cheney campaign event in New Jersey, that is not a fund­raiser, was held today. First lady Laura Bush made a visit to the Colonial Firehouse in Ham ilton w ith the former New Jersey Governor, Christie W hitm an. The visit comes in  response to a recent change in  the polls, indicating that Bush has nar­rowed Ihe lead that Democratic
rival John Kerry once held in New Jersey. Last week, a Star- Ledger poll held Kerry at 43 percent, in comparison to Bush’s 39 percent.B E D M IN ST E R , N .J . - M ichael Foisie, 42, of Higganum , Conn., was charged for flying an aircraft under the influence of liquor, or drugs. The plane veered off the runway at Somerset Airport and crashed into a hangar. It was later discovered that he was under the influence of Klonopin, used for panic disorder.
National News COMPILED BY JESSICA HAVI
smiMmrSsmmmmmssmmm
M O B ILE , A .L . - Hurricane Ivan claimed two victim s as the out- ter edge of the category four storm ravaged four southeast­ern states on Wednesday. The storm was reported to be moving 65 miles south of the Alabam a coast, moving north about 12 mph.Forecasters predict that it w ill continue that path for the next 24 hours. The swells in the center of the storm have measured 50 feet, and winds reaching 190 mph. Ivan w ill be the biggest hurricane to h it the
Mobile area since Frederic dev­astated the region in  September 1979.
H O U ST O N , T X  - M artha Stew art, homem aking expert, has made the decision to start her five-month prison sentence as soon as possible. Although Stew art w ill continue to appeal her conviction, and her lawyers claim  she has a solid case, legal experts have said her chance of w inning an appeal were actu­ally slim .Company officials said that
they support Stewart’s decision and stated that they expect her to return to the company once she has completed her sentence.
Courtesy of cnn.com
B O ST O N , M A S S . - Brown University has recently received $100 m illion donation, its big­gest gift- ever. Sidney Frank, a man who dropped out of Brown University decades ago because he was unable to pay for tuition, made the generous donation to help students who cannot afford to attend the 240-year-old pri­vate university. Brown charges about $31,000 a year for tution and about $8,000 for room and board. W hile needy students are able to receive financial aid, they are still having to'borrow between $9,000 and. $15,000 over four years.
International News COMPILED BY JESSICA HAVERYM O SC O W ,R U SSIA  - Three Am ericans were found guilty of torturing Afghans in  a private ja il. Jonathan “Jack ” Idema, ring leader of the operation, received a 10-year ja il term  yesterday in Afghan court. Brent Bennet, an associate of Idem a, also received a 10-year sentence and Edward Caraballo, a journalist, received an 8-year term . The court sen­tenced four Afghan accomplices to lesser terms.The men had denied the charges, claim ing that they had been operating w ith the
approval of the United States and Afghan governments. Their lawyers said that the case had not been handled properly and planned to appeal.
B A G H D A D , IR A Q  - Ayatullah Gezmen, 43, was freed yester­day morning after being held hostage in  Iraq for 50 days. Gezm en, a translator for the Turkish company Bilim tur, was kidnapped in  Falluja by a group of Iraqis, calling themselves “Mujahedeen.”M eanw hile, the bodies of
three headless men were dis­covered yesterday morning on a highway near Balad, north of Baghdad. They were dressed in western style clothing, including jeans, t-shirts, and sweats.
L O N D O N , E N G L A N D  - Lawmakers were preparing to vote on a proposed ban on fox hunting, a group of protesters burst onto the floor of Britain’s House of Commons.The debate was temporarily suspended until doorkeepers of the chamber were able to regain
control of the situation. The debate continued 30 minutes later, when lawmakers approved the b ill banning fox hunting.
R IO  D E JA N E IR O , B R A Z IL - Two Braziliam  car theft suspects chose to hide from police officials in  a Rio de Janeiro zoo. A  zoo keeper told Reuters that the two fugitives hid in  an enclosure where deer and tapir are housed. Police feared that the two men were going to harm  the ani­m als, but that was not the case.
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“RECYCLE”
CONTINUED FROM PG 1
Essex County.“Every time we throw away m aterial as garbage, we are throwing away about $75 per ton. W ith recycling, we w ill save on each ton of m aterial that we recycle,” DeFeo said.“Additionally, w ith recycling [and the newly designed garbage collection system], we w ill not need to collect garbage as often from the campus. This means less trucking and thus, less air pollution,” Defeo said.■ Recycling efforts have not been entirely unknown tb the campus community before the 2004 fa ll semester.“Through the efforts of the Physical Plant staff, there was lim ited recycling of cer­tain  m aterials. Wooden pallets, white goods, refrigerators and C F C  recovery, computers and some copy machine toner and in k car­
tridge recycling took place,” DeFeo said.“These m aterials w ill continue to be recy­cled. However, the new program w ill also add a ll rion-food contaminated paper, glass bottles, aluminum and steel cans, plastic #1 and #2 bottles and scrap m etals.”DeFeo said that in the 1970’s, the sta ff and students at M ontclair State attempted to convince the adm inistration of the need for recycling programs.Due to the fact that the M andatory Recycling A ct was passed by the govern­ment in  1987, and because “three governors signed executive orders m andating that col­lege and university campuses recycle, there has been more interest focused on the overall efforts made by the campus community.” Paper (with the exception of any items
that are contaminated w ith food, N C R , and blue print paper) w ill be collected. G lass, plastic w ith codes #1 and #2, alum inum  cans and steel cans w ill also have designated bins.To avoid any confusion as to what m ate­rials are to be placed in  what receptacle, “each type of recycling can has a specific lid
designed for the m aterial that it accepts. [...] There w ill be posters placed throughout the campus which illustrate the correct method to recycle,” Defeo said.
«
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EGG DONORS NEEDED!!!
THE IVF OF NEW JERSEY IS SEEKING EG G  
DONORS OF A L L EHTNIC BACKGROUNDS BETW EEN  
THE A G ES OF 21-32.
AS AN EGG DONOR, YOU CAN MAKE A DIFFERENCE 
AND MAKE ONE COUPLE RECIEVE A GIFT OF LIFE - A CHILD 
THAT THEY DREAMED OF HAVING.
RESIDENTS OF NEW JERSEY ONLY. EACH CANDIDATE 
NEEDS TO SEND A PICTURE WITH THEIR NAME ON IT, 
ADDRESS AND DAY-TIME PHONE NUMBER.
AFTER THE DONOR HAS COMPLETED AN EGG DONOR CYCLE, 
THEY WILL BE COMPENSATED. $7000.00
For more information on our egg donor program call (973) 470-0303 and ask for ohe of our Nurses.
1035 ROUTE 46 EAST CLIFTO N . NEW JE R SE Y  07013TELEPHONE (973) 470-0303
FAX (973) 916-0488
GRE GMAT LSAT MCA!
Welcome back MSU students!
Kaplan i$ offering classes in Montclair in 
preparation for the GRE, GMAT, LSAT and MCAT
Register now to reserve your seat in the GRE class 
and LSAT class starting on MSU Campus on October 2nd. 
GMAT and MCAT classes starting on campus soon!
1-800-KAP-TEST
kaptest.com
♦Test names are registered trademarks of their 
respective owners, .
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Sprague Library To 
Charge For Printing
Jessica Havery 
A ssistant News Editor
Printing at the library w ill now cost stu­dents $0.07 per page starting Monday due to an increase in  prices in  printing products, Dr. Ju d ith  Linhunt, Dean of Library Services said.“The cost of paper, toner, and printing supplies have increased,” Linhunt said. Thus m aking it necessary to offset some, but not a ll, of the library’s printing costs, she said.Although the library has begun to charge students, they are not charging the fu ll amount required to cover a ll supply costs, Linhunt said. “A  tot of academic libraries have now begun to charge” for printing ser­vices, she said.However some students do not agree w ith the new policy. “I  understand that [the students] Eire using paper, and other natural resources, but these things should be included in  our tuition,” says Senior, Hum an Ecology Major, Kum iko Toyokawa.There are other changes and advance­ments that have occurred recently at the University library. Electronic advancements have made using the library a tot more conve­nient, and a little easier to understand, said Linhunt.Electronic Reserves, also known as ‘E - Reserves’, is an online database that allows faculty to reserve required reading and sup­plementary m aterial for the use of their stu­dents. By simply entering a course number, and a professor’s password, a student may access fu ll text articles, literary criticism s, and course guidelines free of charge, Linhunt said.“Electronic Reserves have grown quite popular w ith both faculty and students,” Linhunt stated. “ [Students] have the option of printing reserved copies, or reading straight from the computer. They don’t even have to come to the library to use them , they can read from home at 3 a.m . i f  they want,” she said.Sarah Bruce, Senior, M usic Education major, is also a frequent user of Electronic Reserves. “I love not having to go a ll the way to the library and be stuck there to read it,” she said. However Bruce acknowledges the negatives of the alternatives as well. “Reading from a computer can be a pain, and printing it out means having to use my own supplies, or w aiting in  line at the , computer labs,” she said.Other online library services include the ability to place a hold on specific titles and
view a list of texts that a student has already checked out. “We do encourage students to come into the library, but [the department] is working to make as many resources as pos­sible available online,” Linhunt said.Students who decide to visit the library in  person w ill notice even more changes and additional resources that have been made available to the campus community.Laptop rental has been made available through the M ultim edia Center in  order to cut down on w ait tim es for the computer lab, Linhunt said. The laptops may be checked out for a maximum of three hours, the life­tim e of a rechargeable battery, to be used w ithin the library. W ireless internet is also available for use on these laptops throughout the building, she said.In  addition to providing students with additional computers, Library Services has also provided the campus community with an alternative to check-out lines. Instead of w aiting to have texts checked out by a sta ff member, students may opt to use the Self- Check O ut. The easy-to-use machine has been advertised in  the library oh signs as a “fast, easy, private check-out.”“It sounds like a great idea,” Bruce said. .“The only thing that may concern me are security issues. Is it possible to checkout some books and not others and get away with it?”According to Fingerhut, the machine has been available for two months. “People aren’t using it yet. It looks a little intim idating, but it is easy to use. Like anything else, students ju st need to learn how to use it,” she said.Teaching students how to use library resources and stervices is something that the department has been.working on, Linhunt said.A s part of the Freshm an Experience course, required for a ll incoming freshm an, the library offers their own orientation. “The instructional workshop offers an introduc­tion to a ll library services, including how-to- use tips in  reference, online, and database systems,” Linhunt said.In  addition to the freshmen -libfary ori­entations, the department also offers one- on-one consultations for graduate students. These consultations are available to assist students who may need help researching their graduate thesis, or simple steps in using the library to its m aximum capacity, LinhuntThe library sta ff is there for the students, said Linhunt. “Do not hesitate to ask for help. I f  you are looking for inform ation, the sta ff is more than w illing to point [students] in the right direction,” she said.
Dominique Wilson I The Montclarlon
Effective Monday, Sepember 13,The Department of Library Services began charging $0.07 
per page in printing fees. This decision was made in order to offset some of the library’s 
printing costs, which are not covered by The Department of Information Technology.
Feeling Nosey? Now Looking 
For Reporters And Writers. 
Email msunews@yahoo.com
www.montclarion.org
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A new Common Area Damage Policy has been added to the Resident Handbook for the 
2004-2005 academic year. The policy urges residents to identify, and report, suspicious 
activity and vandals; however inadequate security in The Village at Little Falls makes it dif­
ficult to monitor who has access to the complex.
Residents Forced 
To Pay For Damage
Anna Einspahr 
Staff Writer
This year students residing in The V illage at Little Falls apartm ents may be required to pay for damages and vandalism  at their respective building, according to a new policy set forth by Residence. Life.In  its first year of operation, the apart­ment complex assessed $40,000 in dam ages, consequently forcing Residence Life to add the Common Area Dam age Policy found in  the Resident Handbook for 2004-2005.The policy states that i f  any damage to the resident buildings is found to be “deliberate, malicious or accidental (as a result of miscon­duct). . .and the responsible person(s) does not come forw ard...guidelines for adm inistering the charges w ill be implemented.”Residents in the area -  whether that area encompasses a floor, a section, or the entire building -  are expected to help identify the guilty parties w ithin three days of a posted ‘first notice’ detailing the damage done. If, after three days, no one has come forward, a ‘second notice’ w ill inform  the area of the charges that w ill be applied.According to the A ssistant Director of Facilities in the O ffice of Residence Life, Theresa Giardino, residents w ill have the opportunity to appeal the billing by submit­ting a w ritten letter o f appeal w ithin five days of the first notice. A fter that, the notices are taken down and the b illing can no longer be appealed.“I f  people observed the rules of conduct we would not be having dam age,” Giardino said. “People should observe [rules] in
both the Code of Conduct and the Resident Handbook.”The new policy also “serves a purpose to help campus police investigate,” according to University Police Detective Sergeant Kieran Barret. “It [will] hopefully deter crime and lessen the extent of damage [to the build­ings].”W hen an incident occurs, an “official report is taken, and it is investigated to the fullest extent,” Barret said. “Hopefully [the new policy] w ill help people come forward more so that [the police] can go forward with the investigation.”Residence Life is looking into the option of using surveillance cameras to combat dam­ages. There are, according to Giardino, still m any components to that solution that still need to be considered and investigated before it would be a possibility.Frustrated w ith the new policy, V illage residents argue the lack of security on the apartm ent buildings and the rising cost of housing, “I f  I ’m already payihg $200 more to five [at The V illage], it is appalling to me that they intend to charge me more for dam ages that could have been caused by anyone w alking in  off the street, since most of the doors on the buildings do not close and lock,” said Basie H all resident B rian Bakes, a senior and English major.The policy places the responsibility of deterring damage in  the hands of the resi­dents w ith the “support of the Residence Life staff,” stating that a “joint effort” w ill make m aintaining the quality of the building/com- m unity a success.
Parking 
Causes
Brianne Cavallone 
Staff Writer
For the first tim e in  three years, M ontclair State has increased the parking decal fee $7.50, m aking the annual price to park $57.50. The new prices were implemented over the summer when E -Park, the online parking registration system , came into effect.E-Park was created to m ake obtain­ing a parking decal faster and easier, and to cut back on a Considerable amount of paperwork, It allows students to obtain parking decals and pay citations.E laine Cooper, Director of Parking Services, says the price increase is “associ­ated w ith the new online parking registra­tion system and the shipping of permits to customers.”Cooper also relates the price hike to “parking management, which includes lot supervision and maintenance.”Over the past year the number of park­ing lots at M SU  have decreased, despite u n  increase in  the number of students and faculty attending the University.Last spring a faculty parking lot behind the Student Center was removed to break ground for the new academic building cur­rently under construction.In  addition to the new online registration, the campus lost spaces in the commuter/
Price Hike 
Frustration
resident lot 28 due to construction of the children’s center.A s Parking Services claim s that the extra money w ill go towards “maintenance,” the number of parking spaces have decreased, leaving many students searching endlessly for a spot on campus.Sophomore commuter student C arla Ferrazzano, stated, “I do not understand
“I do not understand why I pay for a parking perm it when there is no place to park.”
Carla Ferrazzano Commuter Student
why I  pay for a parking permit when there is no place to park.”According to Ferrazzanzo, most days she must park “in the Red Hawk deck to throw away some more money.”  W ith the recent cut back on parking lots, many other students are finding themselves in  the same predica­ment.
Statewide College Cookout
Steve Miller I The Montclarion
A  statewide college cookout, organized by Infinite Productions, included sponsors and 
partcipants from Montclair State University, The College o f New Jersey and Rowan 
University. The day’s  events included free food, entertainment, games and giveaways.
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The Killer Resume For a Killer Price
Come One Step Closer To The Real World With a Resumé That Will Not Be Overlooked
Courtesy of JotlpJobs.com
Narpat Singh  
Staff Writer
H ave you ever wanted to learn how to w rite a w inning resum é and cover letter? How much would you pay to get the tips needed to get one step ahead o f the gam e, and produce an award w inning resum é in
both paper and em ail form at?O n M onday, Septem ber 13, the C a re e r Services Program  hosted a w orkshop in  M orehead H a ll on resum es. The inten­tion of this workshop expanded beyond educating university students on how to w rite their resum es; it taught them  how to build their profes­sional lives. Despite a sm all turnout, the workshop was loaded w ith an abundance o f tip s, trick s, and general inform ation about the develop­m ent o f a resum e.A t 3 p .m ., the doors closed, and the action began in  the w orkshop. A ssistant Director of Career Developm ent, M a ra ly n  K in c h , explained step by step the proper way of composing and editing an e-resume.Special em phasis was placed on fonts, form atting, and keywords that would put your e-resume at the top of the stack. The hour session concluded w ith each of the students fu lly  aware o f how to produce an e-resume to die for.Asked about the goals o f the program , Kinch explained, “O ur goals of the pro­
gram  are that our students learn that Career Development is an office that can help students throughout their education and that the sta ff is friendly and committed to helping.”M any would pay hundreds of dollars for services that would give them  that extra
Describe what you did at your job, not what you were responsible for. Actions speak louder than responsibilities. Statistics also play an im portant role. Show what you did, how you did it, and what benefits you reaped...
advantage ahead the rest. We at M ontclair, though, have it  much easier as the services are right at our fingertips.The program is here to stay and Kinch hopes everyone w ill make use o f this glo­rious advantage. “We alw ays w ant more students to take advantage of our services but we know how busy most of our students are so we created a very extensive web site w ith lots o f career planning and job hunting s> inform ation as w ell as an on-line job fisting system . However, we hope students w ill come for counseling and attend workshops since nothing can replace face-to-face inter­
action.”
The fab four below are tips acquired from 
the workshop:
1. F irst, describe w hat you did at your job and not w hat you were responsible for. Actions speak louder than responsibilities. Statistics also play an im portant role.Show w hat you did,'how  you did it , and w hat benefits you reaped from all thé hard work that you put into the job.
2. A  resum e often becomes lonely and needs a companion alongside it . Alw ays include a cover letter on top of your resume to protect it .A  cover letter introduces yourself, as w ell as puts you ahead o f the com petition. M ost people forget that resum es only work best once accompanied w ith a cover letter.
3. M akë use o f that extensive vocabu­lary. Don’t shy away from industry jargon; instead use it to your advantage. Industry jargon is a plus because m any resume scan­ning system s often look for keywords to distinguish your resum e from the rest.Hence make sure to stock on key words that relate to your job, your field , and your abilities.
4. M ake sure to keep both a hard copy o f your resum é as w ell as a copy particularly for em ail and faxing. A  resume that you hand to an'ind ividual is slightly different than a resum e that you fax or em ail to a company.M ake sure you distinguish between the different types o f résum és, and keep one in stock for each type o f occasion.Good Luck!
Huffs and Puffs of Social Smoking
Non-Smokers Tired o f Compromising Space to Avid Inhalers
Female smokers are twice as likely as male 
smokers to develop lung cancer.
Kathleen Finn and Tanya Purdy 
W ellness Center
We felt compelled to write this article for those who are affected by sec­ondhand or environmental tobacco smoke. Some people are not sure how to
We have been told time and tim e again by people who smoke, that we are infringing upon their right to smoke by asking them to put out their cigarettes...
address roommates, siblings, friends, par­ents, etc. w ith their concerns about the harm they are being exposed to.We have been told time and tim e again by people who smoke, that we are infringing upon their right to smoke by asking them to put out their cigarettes or smoking in desig­nated areas.To that we have replied, they are infring­ing on the rights of every person around
them who chooses not to smoke (which is the m ajority of people) by forcing them to breathe in  their deadly secondhand smoke.There are over 4,000 chemicals found in  cigarettes. M any are expelled from a fit cigarette, including carbon monoxide, formal­dehyde, arsenic, and acetone. Environmental tobacco smoke causes approximately 35,000 people each year to die from heart dis­ease as a result of inhaling these poisonous chemicals. A t least the person who chooses to smoke has the benefit of a filter.In  California, smoking has been banned in public places like bars and restaurants for several years. More recently this change took place in New York C ity and Boston. W hile m any complained that business would decline and night fife would go stale, the exact opposite has occurred. People like us have begun to frequent bars and restau­rants.It is a pleasure not having to come home afterwards coughing, sm elling like an ashtray and finding black mucus in our noses. And so business owners as well as employees are reaping the rewards of this new law. Profits for many of these businesses are on the rise.So what we are saying is that our health as non-smokers has been compromised for too long now. It is time to work towards gain­ing rights as non-smokers.Don’t  tolerate what you don’t  have to! As a friend once told us, haying a smoking sec­tion in a restaurant is like having a peeing section in a swimming pool.
Courtesy öf Bodyzone.com
Hypnosis helps more men than women quit 
smoking.
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Unsung Heroes On and Off The Field
James Carpentier C.S.C.S. 
Staff Writer
They are there well before, during, and after sports events tirelessly tending to high school, college and profession­al athletes. Though unassum ing, they play key roles behind the scenes, on the sidelines and on the athletic field.When a player is hurt, they are usually the first to reach the injured athlete. They are called athletic trainers and are a funda­mental part of a sports program. A  case can be made that their professional relationship with athletes, and how injured athletes com­m it themselves and respond to the various therapies in an athletic training facility may indeed influence a team’s season. How quickly or slowly a stellar athlete returns to action following an injury, for example, can affect wins and losses.
An Ancient Profession According to the Journal o f Athletic 
Training (June 2003), “Informally, the profes­sion of athletic training has been in existence since the ancient Olympic Gam es, when ath-
athletic trainers at all levels of sport.John D avis, Head Athletic Trainer fit M ontclair State University, was asked last fall what improvements, trends or changes are foreseen in  the athletic training indus­try in the next few years. He said that the “demand exceeds the supply” inferring that more athletic 'trainers are needed to tend to all the athletes. Compared to 10 years ago, Davis also noted a “more hands on approach” today in reducing treatm ent time and an athlete’s period of rehabilitation “rather than relying on ju st modality machines and rest. These older techniques were not as aggres­sive as today’s treatm ent protocols.”Another element which may help the athletic trainer decrease an athlete’s time of recovery is that today’s college athlete is “generally more physically fit and more aware of nutrition,” according to Dr. Robert Palacios, a team  physician for M ontclair State University.Palacios also mentions that when compar­ing current treatm ent modalities available to athletic trainers with ones dated 10 years ago, “the equipment is better and the edu­cational preparation is better” -  which may also lessen treatm ent time and accelerate an
Photo by Dominique Wilson I The Montclarion“Inform ally, the profession o f athletic training has been in existence since the ancient Olym pic Gam es, when athletes routinely sought the advice, assistance, and wisdom o f scientists and other intellectuals in attempts to improve performace and ward o ff injury...”
-Journal o f Athletic Training (June 2003)
letes routinely sought the advice, assistance, and wisdom of scientists and other intellectu­als in attempts to improve performance and ward off injury. Formally, the profession of athletic training has been in existence in the United States since 1950, when the National Athletic Trainer’s Association (NATA) was formed by a sm all and obscure legion of ‘trainers.’”Now, h a lf a century later since the NATA’s formation, there is an increasing demand for
athlete’s recovery period.How successfully or rapidly an athlete recovers from an injury reflects the ath­lete’s dedication to rehabilitation. A s it is imperative for healthy athletes to regularly attend practices to improve performance, it is equally necessary for the injured athlete to consistently get to the athletic training facil­ity to promote a safe and effective recovery.Obviously, athletes who skip rehab appoint­ments w ill only prolong the recuperation pro­
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Athletes from the MSU women’s Basketball team training for yet another exciting season. 
In order to be physically and mentally fit. Their trainers emphasize the balance between
rigorous workouts and play time.
cess. Thus, athletic trainers must establish workable relationships w ith athletes and coaches, m aintain current records o f treat­ment tim es for each athlete, and effectively communicate w ith athletes, coaches and team physicians -  particularly w ith severely injured athletes facing a lengthy rehabilita­tion program.The combination of a skilled athletic train­er and a diligent and determined athlete in the athletic training facility can produce a sooner than expected return to the starting lineup.
Wearing Different Hats While Applying Tape 
and IceThere are tim es when athletic trainers must go beyond taping,- icing and other treat­ment modalities and become part detective or part psychologist, particularly when fac­ing two types of athletes; one who insists on playing despite an injury, and one who has been cleared to play with a minor injury, but is fearful of aggravating the injury during the game. Davis says that at the college level, “there are not many game day decisions or confrontations. We won’t  force a kid to play.”He adds that grade level is a factor, mentioning that a senior may want to play despite the injury since it’s his or her last year, while a freshman has more time to play - in the future and is w illing to sit out and rest the injury.“It also depends how the team’s season is going,” he says, suggesting that a meaning­less game compared to perhaps a playoff or championship game dictates an athlete’s decision to either play w ith an injury or sit out.Palacios believes that the player who has “psyched” him  or herself out of returning to action despite being cleared to play “is at more risk for injury” -  since the player w ill probably perform more cautiously and thus become more vulnerable to injury.He. adds that for certain injuries involv­ing vital organs such as concussions (brain), or an injury to the spleen, for instance, the athlete must remain on the sidelines.For other injuries, such as bruises, “pain tolerance and function” is left up to the ath­lete whether to play or sit on the bench.
A  Saturday Football GameIn the hours before a home football game, the athletic training facility is buzzing with activity -  music is played, the television is on, and athletes come and go after receiving treatm ents.For injured athletes, the athletic training facility is also a place to relax or listen to favorite music before the game while hav­ing ice applications and other treatm ents. H ealthy players also enter to get stretched or taped up, while conversing w ith injured teammates and athletic trainers.During the game, the athletic trainers constantly observe and help the athletes, monitoring injuries and ensuring that they are properly hydrated on the sidelines, fre­quently offering water bottles as the players go-on and off the field.During time outs, water bottles are auto­m atically brought out to the players on the field.The athletic trainers must always be alert, attentive and prepared with a handy towel, water bottle or tape and must also be able to react quickly when a player shows signs of sudden illness or another player gets injured across the field.A t halftim e, the athletic trainers continue adm inistering to injured athletes, while other . players need to be stretched.Long after the game has ended, the crowd has left, and the stadium fights are out, the athletic trainers continue tending to the ath­letes;For a few hours on an autumn Saturday, the football players took center stage, and heard the cheers. Now in the quiet athletic training facility, the weary athletes line up for post-game treatm ents from Saturday’s unsung heroes: the athletic trainers.
Last fall, Jam es Oarpentier had the oppor­
tunity to observe and assist Montclair State 
University’s Sports Medicine Department 
and the athletic trainers before, during and 
after football games. This article is based on 
his observations.
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When Love Seems Truly Ageless
Trials and Tribulations o f a Relationship Marked By Age
Courtesy of rwrq.com
An older man can make his girlfriend race through her younger years, but long-term com­
mitment is based on respect, love and care. If both parties can compromise, the age dif­
ference should not matter as much.
G.M. Grosso 
Staff Writer
Dear G.M.,
I'm in a really confused state of mind right 
now. I'm an 18-year-old-freshman, and I 
recently met an upperclassman at school. 
He's 25-years-old, and we've been hanging 
out. I really like him a lot, but I'm not sure 
if I should really try to pursue a relationship 
with him. Do you think the age difference 
is too large of a hurdle?
-K.P.-
The beautiful part about college is that you are truly exposed to a diverse group of human beings. You aren’t stuck in your high
school dating pool with all the same people 
t  you’ve known for years anymore. Now, there are new opportunities awaiting you every day.You’ll be amazed at the new friendships you w ill be forming this year, and this is a really exciting tim e for you. Take advantage of this phase o f your life, and don’t  ju st settle on someone because he’s the first person that you’ve m et. You’re only a couple of weeks into the school year, and you m ight want to spend some time getting acquainted w ith college life. Don’t rush into anything that you m ight be sorry for later.The age difference is significant. Seven years is pretty drastic, but age isn’t  some­thing that can’t be overcome. I f  this guy is terrific, then it doesn’t  m atter i f  he’s 17 or 30.
Giuliani’s  Wisdom
How to Be a Super Student
Dr. Glibert 
Department of H PPERLSYou want to be a super stud ent. . .
•B U T  you have a terrible memory.•B U T  you don’t  write well.•B U T  you’re an awful public speaker.
Don’t worry! The truth of the m atter is that you can be trained to do anything.
Let me tell you a sto ry . . .
A  few months ago, I  went to a speech given by Rudolph G iuliani, the former mayor of New York City. G iuliani told the story of one of the great mysteries he witnessed as mayor.Every once in a w hile, a New York C ity firefighter would run into a burning building to save an infant, or a police officer would dive into a frozen river to save a drowning person. The day after the heroic deed, this firefighter or police officer would be honored at C ity  H all.Here is when the mayor noticed the mystery. These heroes, who were courageous enough to risk their fives to save others, would be scared to death when called upon to give a short speech at a press conference.Mayor G iuliani said he was very puz­zled by this mystery for a few years. Then
he finally figured it out. Firefighters are trained to run into burning buildings. Police officers are trained to dive into frozen riv­ers. Firefighters and police officers are not trained to be public speakers.
THE MORAL OF THIS STORY:
YOU CAN BE TRAINED TO DO ANYTHING!
This is especially true when it comes to school.You don’t have a good memory or a bad memory -  you have either a trained memory or an untrained memory. You aren’t  a good writer or a bad writer -  you’re either a trained writer or an untrained writer. You aren’t  a good speaker or a bad speaker -  you’re either a trained speaker or an untrained speaker. You have a great mind. You can learn anything.Here’s the catch: You m ight not be able to do it by yourself, you m ight need some help. Get help from your professors. G et a tutor. G et assistance from a classm ate. In  other words -  get some training.Remember. You can be trained to do any­thing.So you want to be a super stud en t. . .
B U T . . .  B U T . . .  B U T . . .
The answer: Get off your B U T S and get your­self some training!
After a ll, you are of legal age now. Being 18 makes all the difference here. I f  you were 16, I woqld have to caution you against this for the sheer fact that it would be illegal.There are pros and cons to dating an older man. On one hand, he is more likely to be a lot more mature than the average college freshman, and he’s more likely to take your relationship much more seriously. Yet, in that statement there is a serious con.He may take your relationship a little too seriously ju st because he is much older and closer to t h e  point o f his life where he m ight w ant to settle down. Are you ready for the pressure of that prospect? You are ju st begin­ning your college career.You probably want to have a lot of good tim es, which is totally normal. Before you make any big steps or commitments, weigh out the entire fist of pros and cons.I f  he’s ju st that fantastic, then go for it, but i f  you’re not that sure, then don’t  sell yourself short. Trust me, endless opportunities await
J j K C ,
?
Don’t try to cut comers by being gentle. I f  you’re feeling violated by what’s happening in your sexual relationship, there can be serious repercussions.It’s not fair for you to hope that he w ill come to understand your sublim inal mes­sages, and it’s not right that you have to deal w ith a form of sexuality that makes youfeel threatened.There are many people who have certain fetishes that seem perfectly normal to them, and frankly it’s a lifestyle choice that they are cer- /*Tf J  v J. tainly allowed to par- V Ì S £  \ J t a k e  in. Yet, they are not allowed to force someone else into joining in on . their fetishes i f  it is not something that the other person is comfortable with. He may be a great guy out­side of the bedroom, but if  t h e  two of you cannot come to a m utual agreement, you may have to part ways.
DearG.M.,
I've been seeing a guy who is awesome 
except for when we get to the bedroom. 
He's all about doing some really crazy stuff 
that I'm just not cool with. I give him hints 
that I'm not comfortable with what's going 
on, but he doesn't seem to be getting the 
point. How should I handle this messy situ­
ation?~J.S.~
First of a ll, the only way that a sexual relationship is considered healthy is if  both people involved are consenting to what is occurring. I f  this guy is forcing you into doing things that you aren’t comfortable w ith, then there’s obviously something terribly wrong.He may be a lot of fun to hang out with, but i f  his ideas of sexuality are completely different from yours then you have to be very clear about letting him know.Don’t  ju st think that your subtle hints are enough, because he’s obviously not getting the point. Be completely up front w ith him .
courtesy or cspv.hu
The cliché lives on - the key to a healthy 
relationship is patience and open commu­
nication.
I am here to answer your questions. If you 
have a dilemma like the one above, feel free 
to e-mail me at Montfeature@yahoo.com 
with the subject - Attention GM  Grosso. I 
look forward to hearing from you.
“Gold Diggers” 
WANTED
Two sexy older women seek 
two handsome, athletic young 
men to move into our mansion. 
You’ll enjoy the swimming pool, 
tennis courts and our extensive 
car collection in exchange for 
the pleasure of your company.
Apply at:
golddiggersforhire.com
MUST APPLY BEFORE SEPTEMBER 17TH.
PLEASE PROVIDE PHOTO.
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Soap Star and Students Light Up in Proof
Broadway H it Sticks to Its Word and Proves It With a Sold Out Audience
courtesy of bightfan.web.aplus.net
One Life to Live soap star Heather Tom had a jaw dropping 
performance this past weekend in Proof.
Michael T. Martin  
Staff Writer
Proof a 2001 Tony-winning show penned by David Auburn, ended its successftd two-week run at the Fox Theatre last Sunday.The show, a result o f the collaboration between TheatreFest and M SITs Theatre and Dance Departm ent, played to sold out crowds in  its closing weekend.Although M ontclair’s shows regularly attract decent audiences, there was special interest in  Proof because it was the first show in  which TheatreFesfs equity actors have been featured w ith M SU  students in a production. Equity actors are paid for their performances w ith TheatreFest, while M SU  students benefit from working with seasoned professionals.Moreover, this production was made espe­cially significant by its star, Heather Tom, the Emmy-winning actress from the television soap operas The Young and the Restless and One Life to Live.
Proof is the story o f Catherine (Tom), a- 25-year-old woman who had to put her life on hold to care for her m entally ill father, Robert, played by Stephen Bradbury. When the play begins, Robert, also a renowned m athemati­cian, has ju st died. Catherine, currently lacking a sense o f purpose, has sunken into depression.Catherine agrees to let one of her father’s favorite students, H al, played by senior Paul Reism an, look over some o f Robert’s notes from his hist years.
H al takes a romantic interest in Catherine, and although she resists him  at first, she eventually agrees to see him .M eanwhile, Catherine’s sister, Claire, a socialite played by senior Kelley Faulkner, is visiting for the funeral.Am idst all the funeral plans and budding romance, Catherine allows H al to see one last notebook.It’s filled w ith a long, seemingly improb­able m ath proof.Then, Catherine startles H al and Claire by revealing that she, not her father, wrote
The emotions were on point; the funny moments were funny and, more im portantly, the dram atic moments were effectively executed with apparent ease. No overacting here. As in  all good shows, the audience could watch and forget that the actors were acting.
the unprecedented proof.The show breaks for interm ission, leaving the audience intrigued by this unexpected revelation.The second h a lf o f the play involves Catherine struggling w ith the skepticism she faces from Claire and H al, who both believe Robert wrote the proof.
Claire even believes her father’s illness is setting in  on Catherine.In  the end, though, H al finds out that Catherine is telling the truth.For such an enjoyable show, the first moments of 
Proof were flat. Although it was exciting to see a recognizable face on stage in Heather Tom, this feel­ing dissipated during her exchange w ith Stephen BradburyThe two actors were s tiff and the delivery of the dialogue was not quite natural sounding.It felt as i f  the actors were still not sure of the nature o f their father- dau gh ter dynam ic.Fortunately, this awk­wardness was whisked away by the abrupt entrance of Reisman.The chem is­try between he and Tom was convincing, as their relationship evolved from antagonistic to loving, cul­m inating in a few intense kisses.One pf the more darkly funny scenes came when the audience was introduced to Claire. The dialogue shared over breakfast by Tom and the adept Faulkner was quite entertain­ing.Faulkner was appropriately absurd when telling Catherine that she should try the lat­est hair care products and trendy new foods.Tom’s disinterested expressions looked very natural; Catherine is trying to be polite
but ju st isn’t  interested in what Claire is say­ing.The polite chat ends soon, however, as the fiery Catherine lets loose, mocking her sister’s m aterialistic values.The performances improved over the show’s two-hour duration. The actors, includ­ing Bradbury appeared like they were com­fortable being their respective characters.
SEE “PROOF” PG 12
Making Great New
Dave Bauer 
Staff Writer
Music is No JokePredom inantly a label w ith a m ajority o f elec- tr o n ic / te c h n o /  dance recording artists, it seems R4 wants to “fit in” a little more into their new home.A t first listen one would think they fired their drum­mer and sue now using a drum machine.The sound m a n ip u la t io n
courtesy of Bettawreckonize.comleaves the drums The Black Keys rocks out with the release of their new album entitled 
sou n d in g  fake and Rubber Factory.
The level of anticipation was extreme­ly. high when I  purchased the lat­est albums from The Black Keys and Radio4; two bands I have always held in rather high regard. I was certainly inter­ested in hearing new R4, as they are so often referred to, as it  has been two years since their last release. The Black Keys released their last album about a year ago so I knew what to expect.I thought it was going to sim ply be more of their stylized boogie blues rock and roll. I was in  for a little surprise actually. Rubber
The sound m anipulation leaves the drum s sounding fake and lifeless.
Factory (Fat Possum), The Black Keys’ latest, is  by far their best work. In  their year off, Dan Auerbach (vocals, guitar) and drummer/ producer Patrick Carney have matured into a band that is confident in everything they do. Through this confidence a light airy feel­
ing has made its way into their music, which in turn, has made their sound more groove laden and, dare I say, funky. “W hat about the night/ makes you change/ from sweet to deranged” (from 10 a.m . Autom atic), shows a band whose confidence enables them to write lyrics that are catchier than in the past.No sm all feat considering how catchy the lyrics on previous albums were; now it is ju st upped a notch. Gone from the music is that Certain tightness which was all too present on their earlier works. Their earlier works were all great, but sometimes you wish they had in  fact loosened up a bit more.I guess it’s true that good things come to those who w ait. Rubber Factory can be con­strued as that oh-so-perfect driving album . I wish I can say the same for funky, punk disco hipsters Radio4. R4’s brilliant last album, 
Gotham  (Gem  Bladsteiri) was equal parts punk, funk and danceable grooves.. From beginning to end, it didn’t disappoint.I had the opportunity to see them play five at M axwell’s in Hoboken about two years ago and what a show they put on. Added to the mix were percussion and keyboards and the songs took on a more whole sound. It was one of the most lively shows I have seen in quite some time. Fast forward to this year and I, unfortunately, can’t  think of anything good to say about their latest release. Entitled “Stealing of a Nation”, they are now on a major label (Astralwerks) and this m ight be where the problem begins.__________
lifeless. The gui­tars which were always such, a great part of their earlier works, now can barely be heard. I’m assuming the band thinks they have put out a wholly original album but it is anything but. They have unfortunately made an album that sounds dated. Ironically, their last album , w ith its experimental soundscapes, sounds like it should have been their new album. They seem to be working backwards. It is unfortunate that it took them two years to construct an album that sounds like it could have been made overnight with the hit of a button.Listening to the new R4 album , I was
constantly reminded of the latest release from an artist known as Mocean Worker (Adam Dorn is the mastermind behind this). Released ju st a few short months ago, Enter 
The Mowo! (Hyena), is an album that could easily feel at home at jazz label Blue Note via the Astralwerks label. Prim arily a funky jazz C D , Mocean has created an exciting, lively, and veiy real sounding masterpiece through the use of samples. He is an artist who shows that a lot can come from a little. Maybe Radio4, who seem to do the opposite, can take a few lessons from him .
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Green Day Sings Politics
Green Day: A ll Blood, Sex, and Booze... or Political Views?
Michael Mascellino 
Staff Writer
courtesy of GreendayauthorKy.com 
Entering their ninth album, Green Day experiments with a controversial approach to 
making grieat music.
PROOF
CONTINUED FROM PG 11
The show was most enjoyable when there were at least three of the actors on stage at once, whether in a flashback with Tom, Bradbury and Reisman or present day with Faulkner in the mix.There was a real sense of tim ing and give- and-take between all of the cast members.The emotions were on point; the funny moments were funny and, more importantly, the dramatic moments were effectively and executed with apparent ease.No overacting here. As in all good shows, the audience could watch and forget that the actors were acting.The set, which portrayed the back porch of a house in Chicago, was huge. It took up the whole floor of the stage and rose up to the ceiling.Often the actors would w alk on the faux- grass right in front o f the audience, which made the show seem that much more real.It took TheatreFest professionals three weeks to construct the set. As soon as the show ended, however, the M SU  students began striking it.
Fortunately, this awkwardness was whisked away by the abrupt entrance o f Reism an. The chem istry between he and Tom was convincing, as their relationship evolved from  antagonistic to loving, culm inating in  a few intense kisses.
The conclusion of Proof was rather low- key since there is no clim actic reconciliation between Catherine and H al.The last image of the show is of Catherine explaining her astonishing proof to an eager H al.Although Catherine and H al’s future is uncertain, the audience sees Catherine final­ly embrace her gift and appreciate herself, no longer standing in  the shadow of her father.Tom’s posture and expressions led the audience to believe that Catherine ju st may give herself the chance to five for herself.I spoke briefly with Tom after the show before she went out with the cast to celebrate. She said that she came to New York with an interest in doing theatre.She auditioned for the role in Proof and didn’t find out until later that she would be working with the promising students of M SU .When asked about her favorite parts of the five show experience, she responded, “Every night is different.” Things work better sometimes than others.I try not to play for ju st one moment.” This was evident, as she was thoroughly enjoyable throughout the show, convincingly running the gam ut of emotions.There is a stereotype that soap opera stars don’t really know how to act.However, w ith assistance from M S U s future stars and Bradbury, Tom’s perfor­mance testifies to the powerful experience of five theatre, an art form that is worth sup­porting.The proof is in the show.
Here it comes everybody, the hard- headed, snotty punk band that has challenged the airwaves since 1989. Their music has inspired, or at the least made people think about the realities we face everyday; school, work, relationships, and the focus of their new album .. .politics. The band Green Day has definitely made their m ark on the “X ” generation and their political state­ments are becoming evermore evident with the release of their new album American 
Idiot scheduled for September 21.The release of this album w ill be considered a milestone in the band’s career as far as their political involvement. It is to be considered a self-confessing punk-rock opera which blends heavy political and religious issues with a good old fashion guitar. The album’s premise is based on disillusionm ent and lack of con­fidence in American society and alienation of each other under Bush’s adm inistration of Anti-terrorism . On Green Day’s offfical website, lead singer B illie Joe made the statem ent, “American Idiot is ju st about the confusion in what’s going today, whether it’s the non-reality of reality television or what you see on CN N . It’s about what kind of fears are being imposed on me as a watcher of all this stuff, and ju st feel­ing completely confused and alienated.” Green Day has been breaking the barriers in music for nearly 15 years.In  1992, w ith the success that came from their Kerplunk album, their popularity and in terest spawned overnight and record deals poured in. After signing w ith Reprise, they began cranking out albums and their popularity gained even more momen­tum . From that point on they only grew in demand and developed more new m aterial along the way.In the spring of 1994, their album Dookie
was at the top of the American rock charts for five weeks and stole the stage at Woodstock 1994. The band h it a plateau in 1996 coming out with NimRod which was considered to be the pinnacle on the band’s career. The song “Time of Your Life,” which fea­tured B illie Joe on his acoustic guitar and vocals made the most remem­bered performance o f his fife. The song seems to tell a sad, but uplifting story of how we go through life.“A llthe memories and trials we share, but it was worth all the w hile.” This song was so popular and inspiring courtesyofhumorbg.com that it was used on the last episode of Seinfeld and some 
E R  episodes. In  any case, the band has made its m ark in the music community and their
Amercian Idiot album promises to be one for the books. The content, lyrics, and music itself are anticipated to be classic Green Day.Critics of the non-rock community see this album as a negative, Anti-United States propaganda, when in reality, i f  one looks a little deeper, it is an album trying to get the general public to see and think from a differ­ent perspective. The perspective is that the polis is confused and disoriented as to where they stand in confidence of the U .S. governing body.M any people seem apprehensive or even lack interest in  what is transpiring behind the walls of the W hite House. B illie Joe and the band are giving this country a wake-up call; to stop sitting on the sidelines and get people involved.Their lyrics may be slightly abrasive or even uncouth, but then again how do you explain anger nicely? Nevertheless, they are a band expressing a valid point...to  be involved in your government and don’t  take things for what they a re ... Speak out and be heard! Vote, write a letter to a congress­m an, and take initiative to understand what is really going on in the political arena. No one said be a revolutionary, but stand up and make a valid point and argue effectively; Rem em ber...the silent tongue is a wasted voice.
December LSAT* classes start soon. 
Our new Hyperlearning LSAT course 
delivers higher scores, guaranteed.
800-2Review | PrincetonReview.com
•LSAT is a registered trademark of the Law School Admission Council (LSAC). The Princeton Review is not affiliated with Princeton University.
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H ow  consent is given.
H ow  consent is withdrawn. 
H ow  long does consent last? 
H ow  force impacts consent.
W hose responsibility is it to 
communicate consent?
Does no ever mean yes? 
Does yes always mean no? 
Does no mean no?
W hat silence means.
H ow  consent is defined.
Brets SokeleWs sessions tackle tough, sensitive and controversial issues with tact and 
illumination. Participants will gain a thorough understanding of consent, and mav learn 
answers to questions they have always had about sexual communication and interaction.
THREE PRESENTATIONS 
ON SEPTEMBER 21,2004!
11 am, SC 411/412 .
lp m , SC 411/412 
1 6:30 pm, SC Ballrooms A,B,C 1
S P O N SO R E D  B Y :
US DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE Health iVntPr 
GRANT TO REDUCE VIOLENCE " ea,ln benler
against w omen on cam pus Wellness Services
DeaiPof6Students Resi,,ence l ,fe  ±  ™ T CLA,R 
University Police Department „ A 4  u n i v e r s i t y
T h e  S t a t e  o f  L e a r n in g  in  N e w  J e r s e y
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Squeeze the
Dennis Anderson  
A ssistant Copy Editor
Okay, we’ve all gotten it by now. M TV’s The Real World ain’t so real. Yet in watching the fifteenth, (this one Philadelphia-based) season of seven gorgeous aspiring actresses, actors, and models throw tantrum s in an equally beautiful house, the show still seems to be doing okay. In  fact a few things about this season prove that the
The show’s producers have opted to go beyond their homosexual quota.
show m ight be getting (dare I say it) bet­ter. When The Real World debuted on the television landscape a good number of years ago it was one of the only shows of its kind. Now over a decade later, many shows have bought realty on the beaches of sunny reality television.Though, the surge of popularity in  the reality genre has only helped improve appreciation for M TV’s w ell-built program. Thankfully, this World has stayed quite true to its routes. It  doesn’t have the “most shock­ing tw ist ever” teasers in its commercials the way shows like The Bachelor, Average Joe, and Survivor have. A s a m atter of fact, in  the season premiere of the Philly-set season of 
The Real World the show actually did throw a tw ist at us minus the weeks of commercial teasing. For the first tim e in 15 seasons the show’s producers have opted to go beyond their one homosexual male quota and have two gay men in the house.Yet the most shocking tw ist of all about
The Brown
Dori Campbell 
Staff Writer
The Brown Bunny
Starring Vincent GaUo, Chine Seyîgney 
Dir Vincent Gallo 
Knetique Pictures
* ★
Vincent Gallo, who is responsible for many a medium in the art world does not deserve the attention he is  get­ting for The Brown Bunny, which, without a doubt, is the worst over-hyped hipster film  of the year. This allegation from my part seems as i f  it  is a hefty statem ent, but judging from the sea of frowning faces in  the women’s bathroom shortly sifter the film , I am appar­ently not the only one who feels disappointed by w hat I ju st saw. First of all; at the start of everything the screen turns dark showing credits of Brown Bunny, directed, produced, and starring Vincent Gallo,” in  plain white font.Not only is this the only humorous part of this train wreck, it is a true warning sign of the sort of pretentious hogwash that is yet to come.The first real scene of the film  simply shows Gallo racing his motorcycle around a track for w hat is seems to be about five ago­nizing minutes.W hen the race is all over, Gallo slowly takes off his helmet and does a hair flip like the “euro trash” male model he truly is,(Even i f  he was bom in Buffalo, New York.)Besides the motorcycle and the track get- up, he uses scenes shot haphazardly out of a dirty car-windaw for the.-rest of the film  .in...
Juice for More Real Life
this is the fact that M T V  neglected to advertise this surprise to hype- heavy proportions the way networks do w ith shows like The Bachelor.In stead , viewers w ent through the show’s entire cast­ing special and halfw ay through the one-hour sea­son premiere w ith the very-openly-gay W illie as the show’s sole hom osexual.Then, as the show’stwo (another Real , courtesy of xposod.comrarity) A frican - fifteen seasons and still running, The Real World Philadelphia tries A m erican cast to push boundaries and break barriers, members Karam oand Shavonda had a private bar conversation the real secret came out (pun intended there) w ith Karamo’s sexuality. That’s the inter­esting thing about The Real World. Fifteen seasons and they continue to offer fresh dynamics.Not only is there the contrast between the forward W illie and the more reserved Karam o to get the M TV audience thinking, but there is also the potential clash between both men against the show’s possibly homo- phobic Southern-fried bumpkin. Meanwhile this aforementioned southerner, M J (not to be confused w ith his sim ilarly Abercrombie- clad clone, cast member Landon) has already started flirting with the house hussy Sarah. Now, Sarah m ight be more sex-crazed (and hopefully more interesting-who knew that much sex could be so boring?) than the entire Las Vegas cast of the show, which is quite an
achievement; so she and M J should get along real nice, except for the fact that M J only hooks up w ith blondes.Then we have nice guy Landon profess­ing his love about Shavonda (whose involved w ith someone back home but already losing her relationship will-power) in the confes­sional in only the second episode and trying his best to court her while heavily intoxi­cated. Now wonder World-er number seven M elanie is still a stranger to us. She’s hiding out because it’s only a m atter of time before her roommates “stop being polite” as the opening credits always tease. So, what hap­pens when two probable Abercrombie models, two gay men, a potential cheater, a possible slut, and a wallflower get picked to go to act­ing school for free on national television in Philadelphia? We get a whole diverse, excit­ing, and different kind of World.
A R T S
Calendar
Movie Releases
Dir. Joseph Ruben
Starring Jullanne Moore, Dom inic West
Album Releases
Dir. Jeff Nathanson 
Starring Alex Bi ad win, 
M atthew  Broderiçk
Hip-Hop
y
Suit/Sweat
Bunny Hops and Falls
Metal
replacement of actual original content, and substance.One may ask, “I f  this movie was so poor, what intrigued you so much to spend your precious toy store dollars on it?” W ell, that answer is as simple as it was labeled with an X  rating, and like many of the young people placed in my dreadful position
scoring vulnerable woman, kissing them , and quickly abandoning them on the scene after gaining some sick satisfaction in the notion that he can have any lady in the world, as i f  he were Hugh Hefner. M y personal “favor­ite,” scene was when Gallo picks up a young prostitute named Rose from the Las Vegas strip, feeds her some McDonald’s fries and dumps her off at a  street comer after c r u is in g  a ro u n d  s lu m s  to pass time.
t h a t  t h e ­ater, I wanted to see some down and dirty action.W ith my overpriced Coke in one hand and my head on my boyfriend’s shoulder I was ready for some grade A  Sm ut. But to my Hismay T b a J tu suffer through Gallo.
Predictably, the skin wasn’t shown until 
k  the end of the movie,• * m aking it easy for all the movie theater personnel to sneak a peak of full frontal male nudity before returning to check IDs and clean up mystery substances off the seats in the back i«  of the theater.Forevermore scorned by the recent decay of the indie cinema, Brown 
Bunny was nothing short 
courtesy of Clnemacenter.hps.com of a film  that solelyseems to attract audiences for shock value. I  say don’t  bother, and ju st stay home and download a mixture of fishing television shows from the 70’s, and some amateur dirty deeds. You w ill get the 
same_eftect-.---------------- ----------------- —.
Thursday 16 
The F-ups -Cricketclub 
Macha- Knitting -Factory
Friday 17
The years gone by -Rex Ptex 
. Twelve Tribes -Startand
Saturday 18
Taj M ahal -Colombia University 
Rock Kandy -DihgBatz
. Sunday 19
Angie Stone- B.B K ing 's Blues Club 
Burning Spear -Central Park 
Kevin Lyttle -Terrance Parking Lot
M onday 20
Diabolic- B.B K ing 's Blues Club 
Supa Group -Mercury Club 
GreenDay-Irving Plaza
Tuesday 21
Channels- Knitting Factory 
Th row  Back- Lion's Den
W ednesday 22
Sam Robert's Band- Webster Hall 
The Tragically Hip -Webster Hall
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A n  open letter to the M ontclair State community:
A s autumn approaches and a new academic year gets underway, the brothers and alumni o f Phi-Alpha- Psi Senate, M S U ’s oldest and most revered fraternity, would like to take the opportunity to welcome you back to the M S U  campus. The start o f a new academic year is always an exciting time, rich with oppor­tunity and the promise o f intellectual, spiritual and social growth. It was at this time o f year in 1929 that our esteemed founder Dr. Edward Webster introduced Senate -  and the very concept o f Greek life -  to the then M ontclair State Teacher’s College. The values that Senate embraced in the early autumn o f 1929 -  loyalty, courage, character, friendship and individuality -  served the organization w ell over the ensu­ing decades and throughout the last century. The current brothers and surviving alumni o f Senate, an organization that many on our campus consider an institution, are both honored and humbled that fate hasentrusted them to carry the Senate traditions into the 21st century.Clearly, much has changed since 1929, so permit us to bring you up to date on recent events. To begin, we would like to congratulate M S U  alumnus W illiam  Faulkner (no relation to the prolific and seminal Am erican novelist) on receiving the Harold C . Bohn Fellow ship, a scholarship that Senate awards every spring to a deserving graduate student. In addition, the gentlemen o f Senate are today announcing the launching o f the Phi-Alpha-Psi Senate Robert C . Lombardi Scholarship, a new academic award that w ill be available to undergraduates in the spring o f 2005. Recently, Senate dedicated a bench on Alum ni Green in the memory o f Bobby Lombardi, a beloved Senate alumnus who passed away in 2003. The dedication, a m oving and memory-evoking event, was profiled in M S tJ’s Alum ni L ife  magazine.This year also marks Senate’s 75-year anniversary, a milestone that has been celebrated with gala events and philanthropic fund-raisers that have drawn alumni from as far back as the class o f 1956. Senate’s diamond jubilee also saw the launch o f our Alum ni o f the D ay Program, an initiative that allows Senate’s diverse pool o f alumni to act as professional mentors to current brothers and grants eager undergraduates firsthand experience o f the workplace environment. Senate boasts an active alumni base o f lawyers, phy­sicians, educators, accountants, bankers, small business owners, journalists, artists, and law enforcement officials, all o f whom are delighted to share their professional and life experiences with the active mem­bers o f our campus community. From W all Street to M ain Street, from the boardroom to the schoolroom,Senate alumni strive to contribute to the M S U  community every day.In closing, allow us to extend to all members o f the M ontclair State community our warmest wishes for aproductive, dynamic, challenging, and joyous academic year.Fondly,The Brothers and Alum ni o f Phi-Alpha-Psi Senate
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A Lost Connection at MSU
The present generation is very fortunate to have been able to utilize the advances o f technology. In the past two decades, the most im portant advancement m ay be the Internet. The Internet, an electronic super highway, can be seen and used in  alm ost any setting. Whether young or old, many people are using the Internet on a daily basis. Some even wonder how we accomplished what we did without it . There is no question about it: this is an im portant breakthrough.Students today especially benefit from the Internet. The time saved and the amount o f information contained in  an instant, is priceless. B ut h r  some students at M SU , this privilege is not attainable.Since the first semester, many computers on campus have been out o f service w ith, no 'Internet connection. The reason the computers are down is because o f the latest software upgrades. This seems to be taking too long according to many students.The Internet Technology department issued a memo to stu­dents to inform them , but most o f the students did not receive the j memo. I  guess they were expecting an e-m ailThe Internet is a very im portant tool in  today’s classrooms. Today on this campus, many professors use Blackboard.com, Blackboard is an electronic message board where professors
Koren Frankfort I Ths Montdarion
“Students today especially 
benefit from the internet. The 
time saved and the amount of 
information contained in an  
instant, is priceless.”
post homework assignm ents, their syllabus, and announcements online. M any students cannot use this service w ith thé problems w ith IT. And students cannot attain inform ation for papers, study­ing and learning through Internet sites.Yt-s, there are computer labs. B u t there is a  better chance at getting into the W hite House than into one o f those. The IT  department says it  is  doing their best to fix  the problems in  a  tim ely fashion, but students m ay consider looking through a book, and carving their papers in  stone, this m ay he faster.
Position, Patience, and Power
W ith P oker’s Popularity Boom , These Rules M ake the Gam e as Sim ple As 1-2-3Chris Moneymaker, Dutch Boyd, Scotty Nguyen, Phil Ivey. I f  these names sound fam iliar, then you are one of the m illions of fans out there to the newfound phenomenon known as Poker. Poker has taken the American public by storm, start­ing out as a sm all card game held every Friday night w ith a couple of wages, and now evolved into a modem day sport where everything goes. Poker has taken off since its beginning. It has developed through the years, from many backroom games to the present day casi­nos around the world. Its history is loaded w ith renowned places and characters. For example, throughout the W ild West period of United States history, a bar with a Poker table could be found in ju st about every town-
NARPAT
SINGH
C O LU M N IST
“...Poker is played more than any other card game in the world, and has surpassed its m ain competition of Blackjack.”
ship from coast to coast.Nowadays, Poker is carefully monitored by gam bling law s, and saloons have given way to casinos. Nevertheless, Poker is played more than any other card game in the world, and has surpassed its m ain competition of Blackjack. Poker has grown into a sporting event, with competitions and tournaments all around the world.Currently, the most popular style of Poker has to be “Texas Hold’ Em ”. Below you w ill find a list of five great tips that w ill transcend you from an average player to an extraordi­nary player.
1. Position, Patience and PowerThe three F s  are the key to winning in Texas Hold’em. The most im portant decision you w ill make is choosing which hand to play. The biggest mistake a player makes is playing too many hands. Being aware o f your position in relationship to the dealer is important in Texas Hold’em. So remember, play hard but smart, make sure you pick and choose which hands to play and which hands to sit back and observe the competition.
2. Pay AttentionWhen you are not involved in a hand, you should still pay attention to the game. You can gain valuable information about your oppo­
nents ju st by exam ining w hat hands they play. It’s easy to determine the players who play suited cards or single aces by watch­ing the hands they turn over at the end.3. BluffingOne elem ent o f poker is trickery. Bluffing is the typical trick in poker. O f course, the reasoning for a b lu ff is to trick the other players into thinking you have a superior hand when you truly do not. Some of the best times to b lu ff are as follows: when you have ju st won a hand and other players fear you, “when the flop isn’t  so great”, when you’re up against fairly stiff players, and on the river card. Ju st remem­ber, “You can fool some o f the people all the 
time, and all o f the people some of the time, 
but you cannot fool all o f the people all the 
time.” as Abraham Lincoln said.W ith Poker there is one thing to remem­ber, “Luck comes and goes...Knowledge stays forever.”
Narpat Singh, a chem istry major, is  in h is first 
year a s a colum nist for The Montdarion.
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Q uestion o f  
The W eek
about 
the food on campus?
MÂTTHEW KEATS
l * * m  Yean Sophomore
“I  love the people that serve the food, but the quality o f It and variety stinks lately. Freem an dining h all, you’ve been let­ting iae down lately at dinner!”
DOUGLAS
MCINTYRE
Year; Freshman 
Major: BiologyT v e  always found some food that is good, but I ’ve often found food that didn’t  taste particularly good. S till, w ith the variety, finding food for me isn’t  hard.”
BARBARA SOARES
Year: Freshman 
Major, Biology ~ " is  -’.I okay, for lack o f better
DEANNA RYDER
Year: Junior 
Major; Psychology“The food isn’t  w ell prepared at a ll  L ast year ; they put raisins in  everything. Pink ! chicken shouldn’t  be served and they seriously need a  better variety.” v
r healthy food choices.”
JUDITH-FAITH
WILLIAMS
Year: Senior 
Major: Art/English |“I  would appreciate a greater variety of
BILAL ABADI
Year. Sophomore 
Major: Biochemistry“There isn’t a variety enough for students to choose from. Food is unhealthy and most o f the fo o d ish i^ h in  ; carbs and calories. The pizza sucks. We ; need more choices and better quality.”
BRUNO 
LANFERNINI
Year: Sophomore 
Major: Economics“Freem an is the best place to eat. The Stu ­dent Center is alright but takes up too m any swipes.”
Question of the Week opinions are views 
expressed by the students of M ontclair State 
University, and are not necessarily the views 
o f The Montciarion.
Get Your Guns
Ban On Assault Weapons Expires
Ju st when you thought the world was getting a little safer, President Bush allowed the ban on assault weapons to expire. The ban allowed the assault weapon related crime rate to drop a drastic 65 percent. A ssault weapons were out of the hands of drug deal­ers and kept the police safer. W ith crime on the rise, I would have thought our president would have thought it would be a wise and safe decision to renew the law. But when his friends in the gun lobby asked him to look the other way, he couldn’t resist.The ban, which was created by Congress in 1994, banned all sales of newly manu­factured semi-automatic guns to non-law enforcement or m ilitary individuals. The law was passed to keep these guns off the street and out of the hands of terrorists. This includes uzi’s, AK-47’s and TEC-9’s. Before this act, thousands of deaths were committed due to assault weapons.Since the ban expired, in some states, an 18-year-old w ill legally be able to purchase an AK-47. It w ill be possible to bring concealed TEC-9 assault pistols, loaded with 30 rounds of ammunition, into bars, churches, sports arenas, and even, public schools or universi­ties. Also, kids as young as 13 w ill be able to buy brand new American-made AK-47s at gun shows and through the classifieds.I support our second amendment and I feel individuals with the right licenses and permits should, by all means, excercise their rights. B ut, for what purpose w ill an assault
“...kids as young as 13, w ill be able to buy brand new Am erican made AK-47’s.”
weapon serve the average hunter or gun enthusiast? Do hunters normally hunt with assault weapons? Are deer becoming more aggressive and becoming immune to the average shotgun? Are rabbits working-out, making a shotgun act as a toy? I personally do not like to sort through bullets while eat­ing a nice juicy piece of venison, but that’s my opinion.I think the only hunting possible w ith these weapons is hunting for cops or gang members. W ith the police dealing w ith dan­gerous situations already, do they really need to worry about looking down the barrel of an uzi on a daily basis? Crim inals are always looking for more dangerous weapons and now have the luxury of possessing one either via the internet or from someone who has legally purchased one.I know this is a fast world and time is money. There are things to do and people to see, but are we that im patient that we need to fire 50 rounds per second? W hat w ill be next...legalizing grenades to go squirrel hunt­ing? Bush is m aking the job of violence easier and the job of police harder.
Erik Burneyko, an education major, is in 
his first year a s Opinion Editor for The 
Montciarion.
ERIK
BURNEYKO  
O P IN IO N  EDITOR
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Constructing a Disturbance
The Cost o f  Erecting a Better Campus Is an Inconvenience to Students Here Now
“In  theory it is a great idea to make the campus look nice with elaborately designed buildings, but never when it damages the value of...our college experience.”
So, the more I look at our school, the more I realize how decorative it continually gets. Inititially, I was overwhelmed by the major changes that have taken place since my freshman year, and I think about how nice the school will look over the next few years. The fascinating thing with the direction of the University is that a lot of structural changes have been done, but how JOE have they improved the
C O LU M N IST  life for students? W ell,_____________________ l- the school has added newparking garages, that we have to pay city-like prices for, but when I go to other universities the parking (even for visitors) has always been free. The school continues to put up more and more academic buildings, theaters, and childcare 'centers and has improved the quality of some older building on campus but why did they do this during finals last year? Why didn’t  they work near lot 28 over the summer and the build­ings then? Was it cheaper or do they ju st not care? Also, on this topic there is no need talk  about their negligence m aintaining the dorms, that is quite obvious by itself.Whether it is parking problems (price issues, no availability, or outrageous amounts of tickets) or noise, both are hurting the qual-- ity of life for every student at M ontclair State
University. College is supposed to be the greatest years of our lives, even though the school seems to make it more of an industry than a stepping stone in people’s lives.In  theory it is a great idea to make the campus look nice with elaborately designed buildings, but never when it damages the value of our education or college experience. People have been talking about how parking tickets have gone up over the years and it is true, amount of tickets given out have taken massive jum ps over the past few years and it has almost become a joke. On a few occa­sions I know I have received a ticket for no apparent reason (parking in a commute lot, when I was a commuter with their yellow hang tag) and whenever a students attempts to fight these tickets they are told they could appeal. W hat does that mean? Basically, nothing. You have to pay and are shoveled the run-around and the only person who w ill talk to you is the secretary at the desk who only utters outlandish circular logic. This is not necessarily her fault, she is ju st doing what
she is told to. The problem is someone at the top actually designs this system of ignoring the students and that is unnaceptable.The administration could try to make the school look as m agnificent as possible, but until they help the students there w ill be no school spirit or morale in any way. The more this continues, the more the school remains a greedy business and not a place to educate and concern young adults with what is going on in the world around us, or even a place to try and experience new things, people, and concepts.On a side note, the school has made a great decision in The V illage-th at being, nam ing their police headquarters Abbott and 
Costello center. Hey, l  am not saying one bad word, you could use your common sense for that.
Joe Vitale, an psychology major, is  in h is first 
year a s a colum nist for The Montciarion.
m a m .
|^ g g |
/  DUMP Off
'M c C A IN  ía o o o  i
Courtesy of KRT Campus
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letters must be typed preferably on disk (text only format) or via e-mail. • Letters exceeding 350 words will not be considered for publication. • Once received, letters are property of The Montclarion and 
se edited for length, content and libel. • Letters will not be printed unless they include the author's nape, major, last four digits of SSN and phone nunriber or e-ma address. • Only one letter by an author 
e printed each month. • Submission deadline: Monday. 10:00 p.m. • Letters may be submitted through e-mail to MontOpinion@yahoo.com or sent to The Montdanon - Attn: Opinion Page Editor, Mont- 
jtate University, 113 Student Center Annex, Upper Montclair, NJ 07043.
Take All Issues Into Consideration
A  Deeper Look Into the Facts o f the Candidates Before Voting
ANTHONY
MENNOTI
C O LU M N IST
When I first started reading the arti­cle “The Young and the Powerful Voter”--------------- i in  Vol. 84, Issue 1, II H  began reading a mes- I sage to today’s youth, telling them about the importance of voting. Unfortunately, midway through the second col­umn, it turned into pure liberal propaganda.Personally, I__________________________  am  n o t a ffiliated w ithany political party, but recently I’ve become sick of so many people speaking politically without having any facts to back up what they’re saying. Bush is a warmonger, Kerry is a flip-flopper. W hat does this prove? The statements Tm about to make aren’t  related to my opinions on these issues; they are observations I have recently made.In  response to the “points” made in  the article, you cannot find a single instance of anyone’s civil liberties being violated as a result of the Patriot A ct. The act allows dif­ferent branches of law enforcement to share information they previously couldn’t.Bush is not creating new enemies for the U SA ; terrorism existed long before he was President. We have done more for other nations than they could ever possibly pay us back for. Now they want to boss us around.Bush’s tax cuts benefit taxpayers. This includes a per-child tax credit and an even­tual lowering of the income tax percentages.People on welfare are supported by other
“ There are m any issues you need to take into consideration before you decide to vote. Focus on the positive things either candidate has done and decide from  there.”
people’s tax dollars. You can’t  cut a tax that doesn’t  exist. Following suit, it’s logical that those who pay the most get the big­gest rebate. There’s a word used to describe people who believe that the wealthy should be taxed more to support everyone else -  Socialists. Take it a step further and you have Communism, where it doesn’t  matter whether you’re a neurosurgeon or a janitor, you’re still paid the same.A s for abortion, Bush has the common Republican view on the topic. This shouldn’t surprise anyone. He hasn’t  denied the gay community anything. H is proposed amend­ment isn’t  anywhere near passed, and no Am erican has ever had the right to marry a member of his or her own sex.The laws haven’t  changed, but some judg­es have chosen to interpret them loosely. Bush has been the only President to publicly fund Stem  C ell research. He hasn’t  given scientists totally free reign, but this is still a heavily debated issue. You’re bound to see public opinion and legislation sway back and forth on this for years to come.After we were attacked, Bush made a very simple statem ent. He said we were going to get those responsible, and that’s w hat we’ve
been doing. Our armed forces have been fighting overseas in  order to give the people who five there the opportunity to experience the freedom we often take for granted. This is not a war for oil. We are allied w ith the Saudis because of a common enemy. No one can honestly say the world was a better place w ith Saddam Hussein in  power. The United Nations doesn’t  always have the cor­rect answer, and we have the good sense to tell them when they’re wrong. And for the record, talk of reinstating the draft is nothing but rumor.There are many issues you need to take into consideration before you decide who deserves your vote. Focus on the positive things either candidate has done and decide from there. Read as much as you can, from all sides. Look for valid points from people you disagree w ith. Be able to explain why you believe w hat you do instead of ju st talk­ing louder than everyone else. This is your chance - don’t blow it.
Montclarion 
Mailbag
Dear Montclarion,
I am a new student at M SU  and really enjoy the campus so far and only have one complaint. I  was hoping to use the college gym to work out. Unfortunately, the Panzer gym is closed during the tim e I arrive to the campus and therefore I cannot use it.I then found out I could use the lesser- known “Field House”. The Field House is an extremely under-maintained gym with many machines that do not work and a few dumbbells that are so old that they have cracked in half!I was not expecting a world-class gym, but I was expecting a fu ll set of dumbbells, in good shape and a few machines in  working condition.I’ve paid a  facilities fee of about $120, so I  know I paid my share! W ith the equip­ment being in such bad shape, I am afraid someone m ight use it and get hurt. I f  they do, they w ill probably sue the school, which w ill cost more than ju st replacing the equip­ment.Strangely, the Field House did have TW O large sauna machines in the locker rooms. I f  you can manage to bum  a sweat, they might work.
John Vlachos
Wanted:
Writers and an Assistant
Let Your Voice Be Heard! .
Write for the Opinion Section!montopinion@yahoo.com
Anthony Mennoti, an industrial design major, is  in 
his first year a s a  colum nist for The Montclarion. Do you have something importantto say?Let us know by submitting
a letter to the
Montclario:
Mailbag
The Montclarion Mailbag Policy
www.themontdarion.org
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For people who have to deal 
with the harsh realities o f  
life , Volunteers o f America 
is there to h elp . We work in 
communities across the country 
providing emergency shelter, 
and services to  hom eless 
individuals and families.
The need is great And we are 
there to offer support and 
compassion to help return 
people to self-sufficiency.
Find out how you can help. 
Call 1.800.899.0089 or visit 
www.volunteersofamerica.org.
W Æ À  
W Æ m Volunteers 
o f America*
There are no limits to caring. TM
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Crossword
A C R O S S
1 Walk proudly
6 Exasperate
9 Propelled a raft
14 Funny Chevy
15 Bering or Ross
16 Asinine
17 Kidney related
1 8  _“King" Cole
19 Dutch cheese
20 Peculiar
21 .Chinese ^ fruits
24 Gadgeteer 
Popeil
25 Moonlighter's 
other work
27 Metal cutters
29 Part of CPU
31 Check
32 Cribbage 
markers
35 “Separate 
Tables" star
40 Racetrack 
tipsters
42 Soak up rays
43 Climb
44 Non-ordinary 
particles
47 Wield needles
48 Phone message
49 Unspecified 
amount
51 Tender touches
55 Ms. Streisand
59 Regret
60 Most torrid
62 Lip
63 Man from 
Teheran
65 Helping hand
66 Armistice
68 Conductor’s  
stick
69 Cariou or 
Berman
70 Gone from the 
plate
*71 Casual 
coinages
72 N A SA ’s  IS S  
partner
73 Molts
DOW N
1 Young haddock
2 Actress Bara
3 Newman or 
Travis
WH? ARC yo\A p e o p le
e o v N c iN G  A ll  riy c r t e c K S ?  X 
To l d  y o u  t h r e e  m o n t h s  a g o  x  
WANTED OVeRDRAFT PRoTecTloN?
©  2004Tribune Media Services, Inc. 
AH rights reserved.
08/20/04
4 Made in the
5 Inform against
6  Money _  
everything!
7 Stick ’em up!
8 Cornell and 
Hepburn
9 Footballs
10 Lennon’s  widow
11 Classic Tierney 
film
12 Provide with 
funds
13 College V IPs
22 Latin “ditto”
23 Frosted 
26 Fairness
28 Stifled laugh 
30 Snitch
32 Sch. group
33 Very long period
34 Paunch
36 Large tub
37 Mover’s  vehicle
38 Lilly or Wallach
39 After expenses 
41 Breaking to bits 
45 A s  well
Solutions
46 Steals
50 Dull finishes
51 Baby beds
52 Of hearing
53 “Giant” ranch
54 Pens
56 Entirely physical
57 Sieved into 
pellets
58 Prayer endings
61 Writer O ’Brien 
6 4  sequitur
67 Cheerleader’s 
yell
www.themontclarion.org
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THE
SKutyby
WILLIAM
MORTÒN©MM
A VISIT TO 
THE HEAD 
5HRINKÈR.
UNRESOLVED
CHILDHOOD
CONCERNS.
RELENTLESS 
FEAR OF DEATH. I'M  SORRY, 
BUT WE'RE 
OUT OF TIME.
Íkít^j
•..'/•... "/J J y
S ............
www.mortco.ozit.com #92
THE
SKuiiyby
WILLIAM
MORTON©MM
sm
REVENGE
TAKING NAMES, 
CHEWING 
BUBBLEGUM, 
AND GETTING 
READY TO KICK 
SOME ASS.
LOOK WHO'S 
LAUGHING NOW.
THE BEST 
REVENGE IS 
TO LEAD A 
GOOD LIFE.
IT ALL EVENS 
OUT IN THE END.
SLXMBONE
www.mortco.azit.com #91
sr MIKE MAYDAK
“ >'KN0\f>, RACHet.... I  ReAU-Y 
WANT TO FlP THAT CUSTOMeR’S 
HCAO O F F "
Are you an artist or cartoon­
ist? Send your cartoons to 
The Montclarìon! Email: 
montmanaging@yahoo.
you CAN'T Do t h a t , W S ÍS T if... 
ve ve CrOT a Health cooe. "
Taurus ^. ‘(Aprttl&r May20)Jealousy im presses no one. P ut yourself together and control your emotions. Crazy outbursts are g m n g  you a  bad reputation so out it  out. In  future y o u ll look back on th is an d  wonder Why you even went to such extrem es.
£3 Gemini B(May 21- Ju n e  20)The near fu tu re bears many good tidings your way. Be warned, at first it  w ill be over­whelm ing but knowing you, yuufll get used to i t  quickly.’ Enjoy your precious treasures while you have them .
46 C an cer-46-iJm u-21 J.ilv'21)‘tt.irliiig  up 1I1P old fires (.m  be a bit ch.d lenging, imi vou know a ll  Le all worth 11 ■in ihi' end 1).n't he disrourupcd il your fir*t avu-mpij  fa ll tlirough thr-t ¡1 come aiourid in dui linu  il you nivt-?i your lim e properlv _________________
« L e o  «(July 22 -  August 21)Fin dlv ,.n  arti urtivi1 d  i»inan< bus cangili tour rye. I’la j 1 1 *ol ,ir,d don 1 staro su long 
ur jo u li got . might h iiil a cre a ta0 way to show ofí vom 1,il>-i,l-i but don! m vr do u (liso it -un,e timo and -non 1 lies'll be ílé ­ones taking notice of >011_______________________
M V irgo M■ August 22 Sept« mber 21 ■toen-» on buying your textbooks liiniead of a bunch ul ju n k Y0111 spending habits are atrocious ami are leaving you perniile« Remember to first buy what you N E E D  first, iht n liu\ \\ imt you want If you really want it il can wait
m L ib ra  ireSt pi ember 22 (Jctobor 221 N o» is a good turn- to start setting goals for \aur>-elf It's a step in the right directum and/Rill plav a crucial role in y o u ^ ^ ^ i  endeavors. T his early start w ill help you accomplish so much more then your peer» aud pQt you way ahead o f the game.
Scorpio
1 October 23 -  November 21)Ptopje c.in ’t get over 110»  great you look t hi» -emes-ter Your piesi-nce ha«- really caused a ■»tir and gotten the atu  ntion o f that certain -omoono you'v e been interested in . f ’ontinuo 
10 wow them with, vour awesome look», but be warv copu a l- lurk nearby.
Sagittarius(November 22 -  December 20)Kriendi-lii]i» can gtow opart for several reasons but they don't have to. People are m aking an effort to stick around but you’re not. Take tim e to  catch up w ith them  before the dam age is  too much to repair.
iü Capricorn■ ■ (December Jan u ary 19)It’s hard 'to  gam ble when the stakes are high bu t th e  mfejls you’re in  calls for some serkms help ‘Your chances are slim  to none but since there’s  not really  much else you can do>yó|yqaight as w ell take a chance and hope fur the best__________________________________
3h Aquarius~ . ^ Ja n u a ry  29 -  February it}H ave you been a little  tigh t on cash lately? A sk  ground and you're bound to find some odd job s hare and there tim i can help score you some quick green.'- Don’t forget to try and m anage thè little  money you have now w isely u n til som ething comes , up.
(February IS rob 19)The sem ester has ju st begun and already you're stressing euf* Take it  easy, and give yourself some breathing room. Don’t worry, there’s .bound to "be someone to help you ahAindlass, >!*'
«  Aries «- (M arch 20 -  A pril 19)You alw ays toad' to ’koep to  yourself but no more; The attitude has got‘to  change because it  wifi get you nowhere. It’s tim e to m ake ne« friends and enjoj your youth­fulness. It maybe n little scary at first but you’ll get the hang o f it .
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COLLEGE SURVIVAL GUIDE:
Keep your options open and 
your nights & weekends free.
GoPhone Service from AT&T Wireless.
NOW WITH FREE NIGHTS & WEEKENDSon auto payment rate options $39.99 and abovep lu s
• no credit check or sign up costs
• pay what you want, when you want, and how you want
On our G S M ™  Service with double the calling area across 
the U.S. since last year and improved signal strength.
M X  WITH NO ANNUAL CONTRACT.
AT&T Wireless
GO CALL f i  1 800 SWITCH ME GO C L IC K  $  attwireless.com GO IN  TODAY #  any AT&T Wireless store
AT&T W ireless Stores Gift Cards now available at most AT&T W ireless stores — perfect for any occasion!
N E W A R K  
160 Market Street 
973 824:8901
W A T C H U N G  
1592 Rt. 22 East 
908 756-3770
M A N H A TT A N /2N D  AVE. 
2nd Ave. & 22nd St. 
212447-8109
M A N H A T T A N /BR O A D W A Y  
Broadway & Liberty St. 
212 227-2886
M A N H A T T A N /M A D ISO N  AV  
381 Madison & E46th St 
212 687-8910NEW JERSEY
t new  j
FR E E H O LD  R A C EW A Y  P LZ  
3710 Route 9 
732 409-5372
W A Y N E
Preakness Shopping Ctr. 
973 633-7373
M AN H ATT AN /42N D  ST. 
42nd St & 5th Ave.
646 366-1080
M A N H A T T A N /BR O A D W A Y  
Broadway btwn W94/95thSt 
212 665-1007
M A N H A T T A N /P A R K A V E .  
Park Ave. & 51 st St.
212 826-2020
CHUTO
B R ID G E W A T E R  C O M M O N S  M A L L  
400 COMMONS WAY
C 1 Î D  
G A R D E N  ST A T E  PLAZA  
1 Garden State Plaza 
201 556-1630 '
C B D
N E W P O R T  C EN TER  M A L L  
30 Mall Dr 
201 876-7960
f CÔMIN6 )
B R U N S W IC K  S Q U A R E  M A L L  
755 Stete Highway 18 S
J E R S E Y  C ITY  
Hudson Mall-725 Rt 440 
201 332-9500
O CEA N  CO U N TY  M A L L  
. 1205 Hooper Avenue 
. 732 557-6320
W IL L O W B R O O K  M A L L  
1400 Willowbrook Mall 
973 237-9651
M AN HATTAN /57TH  ST R E E T  
57th St btwn 2nd/3rd Ave 
212 317-0805
M A N H A T T A N /BR O A D W A Y  
Broadway & Astor Place 
.212 598-4180
M A N H A T T A N /T IM E S  SQ U A R E  
W.43rd St & 7th Ave 
212 921-1984
CLIFTO N  
776 Rt. 3 W 
973 779-2120
L IN D E N  - A V IA T IO N  PLAZA  
689 W EDGAR RD 
908 523-1080
P A R A M U S  
261 Route 4 W. 
201 996-6886 -
W O O D B R ID G E  M A L L
326 WOODBRIDGE CENTER DR
732 855-0555
M AN HATTAN /6TH  AVE  
6th Ave. & 17th St.
212 645-0008
M A N H A T T A N /BR O A D W A Y  
Broadway & 24th St. 
646230-0177
M A N H ATT AN /U N IO N  S Q U A R E  
17th St - Union Square 
212 614-2522
D E N V ILLE  
3056 Route 10W 
973 361-6382
LITTLE  FA LLS  
605 Route 46 E 
973 237-9778
P A R A M U S  
695 Route 17 So. 
201 689-6066
NEW YORK
M AN HATTAN /6TH  AVE. 
6th Ave & 47th St.
646 366-0707
M A N H A TT A N /LEX IN G TO N  AVE  
Lexington Ave & 61st St.
917 369-1500
N AN U ET
48 Rockland Plaza 
845627-5100
E A ST  H A N O V ER  
320 Rt. 10 W. 
973 884-2222
M E N L O  P A R K  
100 MENLO PARK 
732635-1501
R O C K A W A Y  T O W N SQ U A R E  M A L L  
301 Mount Hope Avenue 
973442-7526
M AN HATTAN /125TH  ST R E E T  
125th St. & Lenox Ave.
212 987-0047
M AN HATTAN /86TH  ST. 
86th St btwn 2nd/3rd Ave 
212 734-7550
M A N H A TT A N /LEX IN G TO N  AVE  
425 Lex bet. E.43rd&44th 
212 867-0806
( N E W  > 
N AN U ET  M A LL  
75 W ROUTE 59 
845 624-5910
FO R T  LEE  
92 Linwood Plaza 
201 947-3371
M ET U C H E N /ED ISO N  
143 ROUTE 1S. 
732603-2444
U N IO N
2290 Route 22 E. 
908 688-1600
M AN HATTAN /125TH  ST R E E T  
151 E. 125th Street 
212 987-9860
C~R¥W )
M A N H A TT A N /A VE  OF A M E R IC A  
1330 Ave Amer & W53rd St 
212 315-0392
m is o  M vanaD ie  m l  
Participating Locations O f i M\Buyj m  il^l
ARRIVE j
SAFELY.
Important Information. .Requires activation on a qualified plan and a compatible 850 GSM device. Not available for purchase or use in all areas. Usage is rounded up to the next full minute, limited access to data service automatically included. Amounts deposited into your account are not transferable or refundable and expire after 30 days. Your service will be suspended once your balance is depleted. Charges fbr sending text messages, roaming outside your applicable service area, and long distance, surcharges, assessments, other restrictions, charges and taxes apply. Availability and reliability of service are subject to transmission limitations. Not available with other offers. Various taxes, surcharges, fees and other assessments ( e .g , universal connectivity charge) apply. Offers available for a limited time. You will be bound by the Service Agreement and rate plan materials. N e t w o r k  a n d  C o v e r a g e :  Our network includes areas we own and areas owned by other carriers. Some features work only on the network we own. Phones with GoPhone Service can now be used to make calls in double the places they could from the beginning of last year; applies to availability of service, not rates for using expanded service. N i g h t  a n d  W e e k e n d  M i n u t e s :  9 p .m -  5:59 a.m. M -  F; and F 9 p .m .— M 5:59 a.m. Applicable long distance charges additional. Available on auto payment plans $39.99 and above. Void where prohibited. © 2 0 0 4  AT&T Wireless. All Rights Reserved.
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Child Care Wanted
Childcare afterschool and some morn­
ings in Montclair. Energentic, fun, 
intelligent babysitter with car needed 
for our delightful 10 year old daugh­
ter. Help with homework, bring her to 
activités. (973) 746-2122
Childcare needed. Montclair area. We 
have 3 children ages 9, 7 + 5. We are 
looking for someone 3 - 5  days a week 
from 3pm to 7 pm. Transportation a 
plus/drivers license required. Please call 
973-509-6999
After school childcare for 9 year old 
boy. Monday, Tues. Friday 3:30-7:00. 
$10 per hour. Must have car. Call Kath­
leen 973-615-1688
Babysitter/Nanny needed for Novem­
ber during the daytime for three days 
a week. Must have experience caring 
for an infant. CPR a plus. Opportu­
nity in Hoboken/Weehawken area. 
$10-$12/hour. 201-770-1533. Ask for . 
Bonnie.
Need P/T help with kids. M-F 3-6pm 
must have car & ref. Call Beth (201) 
264-6134
Montclair family seeking babysitter for 
baby for two mornings per week. Auto 
required and some experience. Call 
Jackie 973-655-8884.
CHILDCARE / MONTCLAIR / PT, 2-6 pm 
for terrific 11 yr-old boy. Must drive. 
Extra hours available. Great job with 
smart, friendly child; really nice family. 
Lots of after-school activities; home-' 
work supervision. Excellent references 
required..call eves. 973-783-7416
Tutor/Childcare in Montclair - Immedi­
ate opening. Looking for a respon­
sible tutor/homework helper/childcare 
for my 2 children: ages 9 and 11 in my 
Montclair home. Drivers license and 
car necessary. W ork approximately 
20 hours a week. Excellent pay, child 
education/teaching major a plus. Patty 
(973) 809-5320
Nanny needed for 3 yr. old boy. 
Wednesdays 9am-6pm. Must drive. Pis 
call 973-571-0323
Babysitter needed in Montclair home 
approx. 2:30-5:30. Car and references 
necessary. Call 973-783-5966.
Babysitter needed weekday mornings 
or afternoons for friendly 2-1/2 year 
old baby girl toddler just minutes from 
campus. Recent babysitting experience 
or Early Childhood Ed majors pre­
ferred. Call 973-256-0882..
Afternoon childcare for 10 year old 
boy in Upper Montclair. 15-20 hours a 
week. Car req'd. Call Cathy at 973-746- 
0194 or 914-263-3355.
Childcare-afterschool for three chil­
dren ages 15, 11 and 8 in Montclair 
home. Monday-Friday 3:30-6pm. Must 
have own vehicle. Call 973-509-9644 or 
973-641-3490
Miscellaneo!!
Spring Break 2005. Travel with STS, 
America's #1 Student Tour Operator to 
Jamaica, Cancún, Acapulco, Bahamas 
and Florida. Now hiring on-campus 
reps. Call for discounts. Informa- 
tion/Reservations 1-8-648-4849. 
www.ststravel.com
NOW  HIRING! THE FRENCH HILL INN- 
www.TheFrenchHilllnn.com Busy 
three star casual dining restaurant 
seeks high energy, bright, personable 
employees to join our outstanding 
team! Flexible schedules. Good Money. 
973-696-9440
Rent
Free Private Room. 10 hours of child- 
care/week (non-smoking females only) 
MUST be available 2:45 - 4:00 p.m.
M-F! (other hours are negotiable) Call 
973-744-5914. Available for September
The Montclair Kimberley Academy 
is looking for a swim instructor/life- 
guard. Persons must be responsible, 
and have previous experience. Fall 
Session October thru mid-November. 
Monday-Friday (preferred) 3:15-5:15 
p.m. $10.00-$15.00 per hour. Call Ex­
tended Day (973) 509-4872
The Montclair Kimberely Academy is 
looking for an afterschool assistant. 
Must be a reliable, responsible and en­
ergetic individual who enjoys working 
with children ages 4-13. Monday-Fri­
day (preferred) 2:00-5:3Qp.m. $8.00- 
$10.00 per hour. Call Extended Day 
(973) 509-4872
Models. Women 18 and older for out­
door test shoot. Tasteful Nudity. Will 
exchange pictures for modeling. No 
experience necessary. (973) 365-4054
M O N TCLA IR 
U N IV ER SITY  STUDENTS 
Do you need additional income?
SPA LA D Y  , a leader in women’s fitness for over 25 years, seeks enthusiastic personal trainers and group exercise instructors for its West Orange facility (Close to campus!)
EXCELLENT EARNING POTENTIALand
FLEXIBLE W ORK SCHEDULEmake this an exciting opportunity for the fit­ness-minded individual!To be considered, please call
973- 325-6248and ask for Ted or Tressi¿Lady
Looking for something 
fun to do?
Need Cash?
You can earn $200 - $800 per
week!
Hourly wage plus commission and
bonuses!
Work part-time evenings and Saturday 
- set your own schedule ! 
Work 12-25 hours per week in a 
friendly environment.
Must be outgoing, persinable, and 
enthusiastic !
Call Jeff ASAP - filling 
up quickly ! 
973- 275-1188
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College student tries to return uneaten 
food for partial refund
Andy Pernsteiner, above, cautiously approaches counter with chicken bone and a few peas.By POLLY BROWNChecking his dignity at the cash register, college student Andy Pernsteiner recently presented a local diner cashier with a plate o f  picked-over food, demanding money for the vittles he didn’t ingest. The cashier— who .w ishes , to Temain anonym ous— was flabbergasted by the whole incident. “ It was both sick and sad at the same time,” she said. Pernsteiner had a different take: “ I didn’t eat the bone, so why should I pay for it?”  Pete Woychick—  a childhood friend o f Pernsteiner’s— said it was monthly fees tacked on to his friend’s checking account that drove him to the shameless act. “Andy has been pounded for
months by fees on his checking account. He’s pathetic. I never really liked him when we were kids either.”  Woychick— who says he personally was financially saved by Washington M utual’s Free Checking Deluxe— thought his childhood friend needed to get his act together and visit a Washington Mutual Financial Center or go to wamu.com. Then he, too, could sign up for Free Checking:—an account with optional Deluxe services like free online bill pay! “Until Andy decides to get Free Checking,” said Woychick, “ I ’m never eating out with him again. I ’m pretty sure I won’t return his phone calls either. I might even change my name.”
“I  didn’t eat the 
bone, so why should 
1 pay fo r  it?”
FREE CHECKING DELUXE
1-800-788-7000
{¡I W ashington M utual0% HUMAN SIIISISÏ ' FOJO INSURED
SPORTS
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Intramural Update
M  S I n t r a m u r a l s  .was kicked off w ith an Entry M eeting on W e d n e s d a y ,Septem ber 8. For the first h a lf of the fall semester, there w ill be flag  football, badminton, w iffle ball, and track & field. Hosted in the sec­ond h a lf of the fa ll semes­ter w ill be volleyball, bowling and ultim ate frisbee. The entry m eeting of the latter sports w ill be Wednesday, Oct 6.
Currently, a total of 15 flag  football teams a n d  14 badm inton team s areparticipating.W iffleball and track and field w ill have an extended entry to increase the vol­ume of participants. Intram ural events w ill be held Sunday through Thursday from 7 p.m . ■ *-1 1  p.m .Scheduling w ill be posted outside the Campus Recreation offices and w ill be available online. Gam es w ill begin Sunday, Sept. 19 at 7 p.m.
Debbie Jones 
Staff Writer
Red Hawk Tidbits
T h e  Last Red H aw k National 
Championship was in 2000 bv the 
baseball team. T h ey  were 42-7 
with a 17-1 conference record.
Say Bye-Bye to the Freshmen Fifteen
Jose Ortiz 
Sports Editor
O n September 2, over 1,000 freshmen began school at M SU , em barking on a brand new journey. M any of them left their homes for the first tim e, and when they return they w ill be bringing a lot of things w ith them. Hopefully an education, new experi­ences, friends, and good times w ill be among these things.M any of these freshmen, however, w ill bring some unwanted ” weight back home as well.In  a study released last year of 60 first- sem ester college students, Cornell U niversity profes­sor David Levitsky and his colleagues found that, on average, the students gained about 4.2 pounds dur­ing their first 12 weeks of school.M ontclair State senior, Jessica Mojkowski says that she fell victim  to the dreaded fresh­m an 15. “I gained the weight by eating the cafeteria food, anything w ith flavor.” Those of you who live on campus and dine in all- you-can-eat cafeterias like Russ or Blanton m ight know what she is talkin g about.John  Barone, a nutritionist, and M SU  alum nus says that staying away from the freshmen 15 is quite simple.The first step is not skipping breakfast. O ften, students m iss breakfast because they either don’t  wake up early enough, or they don’t  have the tim e or the money. W hatever the reason, skipping the first meal of the day is not sm art. This is because your body is constantly burning calories throughout the day, and i f  you skip breakfast you w ill be so hungry that you stu ff yourself late at night. This w ill, o f course, be followed by going to sleep, and no burning o f calories. I f  you take in  more calories than you bum , you w ill gain weight.Barone also says that snack foods like chips and cookies w ill give you what he calls
“bad carbohydrates.” Bad carbs are in all processed foods or ju n k food. Good carbs are in fruits veggies, pastas, and rice. So instead of eating a bag of Lays, eat an apple or an orange.The next step Barone' says w ill help keep the pudge off, is to stay as far away from fast food as possible. Foods that are deep-fried are not good anyway
b e c a u s e  
t h e y  retain lots of grease, which contains fa t But fried foods in fast food places are even worse because the oil that they cook ¡J with becomes more and more fat­tening as heat is a p p lie d .Since the cooking grease at McDonalds is always hot, it w ill always be fattening.D rink fru it juices, not soda. Barone says, “Carbonated drinks like Coke and Sprite contain hidden calories, i f  you keep drinking them , it w ill add up to some pounds.”Eating a variety of food is a big component to a healthy diet. I f  you eat the same things
a ll the tim e, you’re body won’t get a ll of the different vitam ins and nutrients that a var­ied and balanced diet brings.I f  you have trouble getting started on healthy foods because you aren’t sure what to eat, Barone-says to shop at Whole Foods, instead ofPathm ark.or whatever other super­market you go to. “Ju st by w alk­
ing through the whole food store you can get an idea of what’s healthy, because they w ill have healthier food for you than most other shopping m arts.”Lou Ruggieri, a personal trainer, and M SU  senior says that there are foods on campus that are healthy. Sushi is a ll natu­ral, low in  fat, and contains a good amount
of protein and carbohydrates. Sushi is avail­able in  the second floor of the Student Center cafeteria.Wraps and sandwiches are readily avail­able a ll over campus and can be made healthy without taking the bread away. I f  you just eat leaner meats such as turkey, or ham , and elim inate bologna, salam i, cheese, mayo, and the side of chips, any sandwich or wrap on campus w ill be healthy.O f course salads are a healthy option, but Ruggieri says that there is a common miscon­ception associated w ith eating salads. Dressing can be fat­tening. E at light, low calo­rie dressings. The Student Center has these dressings, you ju st have to ask for them. You don’t have to hit the gym  everyday, i f  ever. Ju st don’t sit on your butt a ll day and cry about being overweight. W alk to class, don’t  take the shuttle, take the stairs not the elevator, and watch those pounds fa ll off. Instead of sitting on instant messenger a ll day, go outside and throw a Frisbee around. Basically if  you ju st eat, even if.it ’s not so much, and you aren’t  active, you w ill gain weight - it’s that simple.The fin a l tip is to eat everything in  moderation. It doesn’t  m atter i f  it’s a ll low fat, Ruggieri says, “even i f  something is low in  fat, that means it’s high in something else.” Both Barone, and Ruggieri agree that eating sm all portions of food sev­eral tim es in  a day is better than eating large amounts in  ju st two or three sittings.D ieting and losing weight is tough. But why not táke pride in  the most tangible rep­resentation of you, your body. E at right, stay active, lose weight.
www.themontclarioir.org
Become a volunteer at 
the Drop-In Center at 
Montclair State 
University.
The Drop-In Center is currently seek­
ing volunteers for its Fall training 
sessions. Please stop by the little 
cottage between Richardson Hall and 
the Student Center to complete an 
application, or call 973-655-5271 
for more information.
The Drop-In Center is a completely 
student-run and student-staffed 
facility that provides information 
and referral services. It  has been 
serving the campus community for 
over 30 years. We invite students of 
all ages and majors to attend our 
training sessions to become peer 
counselors and/or peer educators. 
Get Involved!
Training Dates:
Sunday, September 26th
(Peer c o u n se lo rs )
Saturday, October 9th 
(Peer c o u n se lo rs  an d  e d u ca to rs )  
Sunday October 10th
(Peer c o u n se lo rs )________________
T ra in in g  fro m  9 am  to  5 pm  a l l  
th ree  days. B re a k fa s t  an d  lunch  
w ill  be served.
Peer counselors must attend 
all three sessions.
Peer educators must attend 
only the October 9th ses­
sion.
The Dron-ln
(
FOR OVER THIRTY YEARS. WELLNESS SERVICES
MSU STUDENTS HELPING MSU STUDENTS
www.montclair.edu\wellness\dropin
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Do You Think You
Know Sports?
Put Your Knowledge
To Work. 
Come Join
The Sports Guy
A Trip Around Red Hawk Country
Sports Guy, oh Sports Guy, where for art thou Sports Guy? Deny thy m orals, and refuse thy objectivity. For the sportlings need not know of the Red Hawk failures, only their successes.The Sports Guy can hear the cries loud and clear.They haunt him  while he sleeps, they pester him  w hile eats, follow him  to gam es, and glare w ith fear o f w hat he m ight say next, as he w a t c h ­es, and t a k e s  notes.W e ll ,
T h e
S p o r t s  G u y will hear it no longer.
T h e  
S p o r t s  G uy has an urgent message for Coach Sentowski and the Men’s Soccer team  from the rest of the N JA C . Would you please stop w inning? The Red Hawks, currently sitting in  third place, are one of four rem ain­ing team s in  the N JA C  w ith an undefeated record. The men’s soccer team .is 14-1-1 at home dating back to the beginning of last season. Trust The Sports Guy when he says that no one wants to see M SU  at Pittser Field. To do so would be like trying to have more former boy-toys than J-L o  or trying to beat George W. Bush in  a stupidity contest. You ju st can’t  win.This Saturday the Red Hawks w ill host T C N J at Pittser Field, both team s w ill come in  undefeated, and only one w ill leave that way. Thé Sport Guy says The Red Hawks w ill w in, and set the tone for the rest of the season. Last season the men’s soccer team  put themselves on the map, this year The Sports Guy says Ryan M organ, Sean Horan, M ike Hogan and company w ill be conference champs.The Red Hawk Volleyball team  has been on a bit of a tear...dow nw ard. They’ve lost the last four gam es, and they came into Tuesday’s game in fourth place hosting the defending N JA C  champs, Rutgers-Newark. The Sports Guy says i f  it were a battle of looks, the Red Hawks would have blown the Scarlet Raiders right out of Panzer. The lady
Scarlet Knights looked like something from a Stephen K ing novel: big, ta ll and ugly. But of course it was a volleyball game, and not a beauty contest, and M SU  fell in three straight.The -Red Hawk football team  proved that they aren’t  all b lu ff w ith no stuff, two weeks ago against Iona. M SU  hand­ed the Gaels their rear ends on a red p l a t ­t e r ,  4 2 -  
21 .
A ft e r  b e a t in g  t h e  snot out of this D IA A  team , Frostburg U niversity should be easy pickin’s for the Red Hawks in  their home opener on Saturday.Much to the sur­prise of The Sports Guy, the women’s soccer team  is still winless three games into the season. The Sports Guy knows that it’s a long season, and that they haven’t  even played any conference games, but The Sports Guy thinks that there may be some cause for alarm . They were ju st one goal away from being conference champions last season, so the sportlings can only hope that the lovely ladies of the soccer team  can turn it around.The field hockey team  has begun the sea­son undefeated at 5-0. Is it ju st The Sports Guy, or is Beth Gottung a great coach? First she leads last year’s field hockey team  to their best season in  school history, w inning the conference. A s i f  that wasn’t  enough, she takes the women’s lacrosse team  to the conference championship game. Now after losing two All-Am ericans, one a ll region goalie, and Sarah “The Tiny Terror” Levine, she has the field hockey team  w ith a better record than they had at this same time last season! The Sports Guy wants to know, what is going on in Red Hawk country? National championship? Stay tuned.W ell, the new season is still young, and unfolding right before our eyes. W ith so many surprises yet to come, The Sports Guy is left feeling like a school-girl who ju st got a big box of mystery chocolates for Valentine’s Day. T ill next tim e, this is The Sports Guy.
The Sports Guy is a ficticious character created by Jose Ortiz and does not reflect the views of The 
Montclarion. The Sports Guy is intended to be humorous and not offensive.
www.themontclarion.org
SPORTS
Name the only pitcher in the Hall of Fame with a career losing
record.
SPORTS TRIVIA
QUESTION
LAST WEEK’S  QUESTION
Name the MLB first basemen with the highest career
O LAST W EEK’S  QUEST
rter record for best fielding 
ith a .996 mark from 1962
F o o t b a
NJAC Overall
TCNJ Î-0 1-0
Western Conn 0-0 2-0
MSU 0-0 1-0
Kean 0-0 1-1
Rowan 0-0 1-1
William Paterson 0-0 0-1
SUNY Cortland 0-1 0-2
This Week
Saturday vs. Frostburg St. 1pm
Last W eek 's Results
M en's Soccer
NJAC Overall
Ramapo 0-0 5-0-0
TCNJ 0-0 5-0-0
MSU 0-0 3-0-1
Rutgers-Camden 0-0 3-0-1
Rowan 0-0 4-1-0
Kean 0-0 4-1-1
Richard Stockton 0-0 3-2-0
Rutgers-Newark 0-0 2-3-0
William Paterson 0-0 0-5-0
This W eek
Saturday vs TCNJ 2 p.m.
Monday vs St. Thomas Aquinass 7 p.m. 
Wednesday @ William Paterson 7 p.m.
Last Week's Results 
9/11 —  MSU 3, Johnson & Wales 1
Women's Soccer
NJAC Overall
MSU 0-0 4-0
Rowan 0-0 2-0
Ramapo 0-0 2-1
William Paterson 0-0 2-1
Keao 0-0 2-2
Richard Stockton 0-0 2-2
TCNJ 0-0 2-2
This W eek
Sunday vs. Franklin and Marshall 2 p.m. 
Wednesday vs. Manhattanville 7 p.m
NJAC Overall
Rutgers-Camden 0-0-0 4-0-0
Rutgers-Newark 0-0-0 3-0-1
Rowan 0-0-0 3-1-0
TCNJ 0-0-0 3-1-1
William Paterson 0-0-0 3-1-1
Ramapo 0-0-0 3-2-0
Kean 0-0-0 2-1-0
Richard Stockton 0-0-0 2-2-0
MSU 0-0-0 0-3-0
This W eek
Thursday vs. TCNJ 7:30 p.m.
Saturday vs. Green Mountain 1 p.m.
Wednesday @ William Paterson 7 p.m.
Last W eek 's  Results 
9\10-11 - MSU 3, Catholic 2
MSU 1, Muhlenberg 0
Last W eek's Results 
No games
Player of the Week
Sophomore
j •. £ Hometown: Princeton, NJ
Ryan scored histeam's only two goals in a victory 
over Guilford.
^ It  Honorable Mentions
JENNIFER TANIS 
Freshman
Hometown: Oakridge, NJ
J e n n ^ p w a s  nam ed th e  N JA C 's
rookie of the week.
OWEN
Junior
Hometown: Pompton, NJChris made eight saves against 
|ty^brd to hold the lead for his
ROBIN APICELLI 
Junior
Hometown: Oceanport, NJ
Robin made eight saves against 
puhlenberg for her first career
MARY LOU RIOS 
Senior
Hometown: North Bergen, NJ
Mary Lou earned a singles and 
doubles victory in a losing effort vs. Ramapo.
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Red Hawk Volleyball Team Drops Fifth Straight
Rutgers-Newark Defeats MSU in Three Straight Matches at Panzer Gym on Tuesday
Jose Ortiz 
Sports Editor
o f a three- match set, the Red Hawk volleyball team  was down by one, serving for m atch point. They stood on the brink of evening the series up at one a ll w ith ju st one m atch left to play. This was when the Scarlet Raiders showed why they, and not the Red Haw ks, are the defending Conference Cham pions.Down 29-28, the Scarlet Raiders reeled off three consecutive points, including an attack error by Red Hawk sophomore, A sia Livingston, giving Rutgers-Newark the second m atch and the advantage in  a best of three series.A s a team , the Red Hawks com­m itted 30 attack errors, seven serv­ing errors, and no aces. The bigger, taller girls of Rutgers-Newark had fewer total attacks, but ended w ith more k ills , and fewer errors.The big difference in  the game was the net defense of the Scarlet Raiders who had 13 total blocks as opposed to the Red Hawks who had none. The Red Haw ks, whose ta ll­est girl is 5’9, gave up a lot of size to Rutgers who had four players of at least 5’9 and one who was over 6’0.Livingston contends th at it wasn’t  Rutgers size advantage that beat them . “We killed ourselves tonight, not Rutgers.” Livingston, who is among the team  leaders in points and digs, may have a  point. In  that second gam e, M SU  relin­quished the lead 10 tim es, includ­ing six tim es in  the fin a l eight points of the m atch.
“We killed 
ourselves to­
night, not Rut­
gers.”
Asia Livingston 
Sophomore Volleyball Player
A t tim es the Red Hawks seemed perfectly in-sync, beautifully plac­ing balls ju st out of the reach of the towering arm s o f Rutgers senior, Sharon G uise, who led the Raiders in k ills w ith eight. But then there were other moments where the team  seemed to have communication breakdowns, and let balls drop in  between two play­ers who thought the other would get
Hie Red Hawks looked to be close at times, but they couldn’t close the door on the defending NJAC champions. The loss dropped the Red Hawks 
to 3-6 on the season putting them in fifth place. The Scarlet Raiders however improved to 3-4 and moved up to fourth place in the conference.
it. Livingston says, “We ju st have to work together, we’re still learn­ing to play together.” The volleyball team  is clearly a young one, w ith seven sophomores, and freshm en, only two juniors and no seniors.A fter the Red Hawks eventu­ally  lost the second gam e, Rutgers- Newark made short work of M SU  in  the third gam e to complete the three game sweep at Panzer Gym . In  the end, the numbers showed that Rutgers-Newark was more committed to the power game than the Red Hawks. The Scarlet Raiders set up nine more k ill oppor­tunities, and also converted all nine of those into points.I f  you take away the self in flict­ed m istakes like serving and attack errors, as well as bad sets, the
Red Hawks may have been able to come away three up instead o f three down. M istakes are going to happen, and w ill happen more often w ith a younger team  not used to playing w ith each other. Livingston, who had 10 digs and three k ills , says “It’s still early in the season, I  think we’ll be fine.” The loss dropped M SU  to 3-6, while Rutgers improved to 3-4 and moved ahead of the Red Hawks in the standings. W hen asked to com­ment on her team’s losing effort on Tuesday night, M SU  head coach Sandy Sanchez-Lombeyda prompt­ly declined, saying that she would keep her comments to herself. Sometimes silence speaks volumes.
The Red Hawk 
women’s tennis 
team suffered 
their third straight 
loss at the hands 
of Ramapo at 
MSU’s home 
opener. The Road 
Runners captured 
four out of six 
singles matches 
to record their 
second win in two 
years against the 
Red Hawks. MSU 
is currently 2-3 
overall with a 2-1 
conference record 
and are currently 
third place in- the 
NJAC. The next 
game is on Friday 
against SUNY New 
Pattz.
V is it  w w w .m ontc la ir.edu/ath letics.sh tm l fo r  m ore  in fo rm ation
